
Transport 4

R
enewable fuels and advanced vehicle technologies have
the potential to provide a large portion of our highway
transportation energy needs. These fuels and technologies
could substantially reduce oil imports, urban air pollu-

tion, and the emission of greenhouse gases, while providing jobs
and income to rural areas. To realize this potential, however, will
require a long and dedicated research and development (R&D) ef-
fort in order to achieve cost-effective, high-performance systems.

WHAT HAS CHANGED
IN TRANSPORT FUELS?
In the 1970s, the only renewable fuel considered seriously for
transport in the United States was ethanol derived from corn. 1

Corn-to-ethanol production, however, is expensive. In addition,
when all the energy inputs to grow com and convert it to ethanol
are considered, there is—at best—a modest energy gain, with rel-
ative] y 1 ittle room for improvement compared with new technolo-
gies based on lignocellulose.

Advances in biotechnology are enabling researchers to convert
cellulose to sugars that can be fermented to ethanol. These ad-
vances allow use of much cheaper feedstocks (e.g., wood, grass,
and com stalks, rather than com grain) with relatively high yields.
This has lowered the cost of biomass-derived ethano12 from

I ]n Bra~]], ethano]  from sugar cane was vigorously pursued.

IAs used  here, biomas~-e~anol  refers to ethanol produced from lignOCelhkXe  bio-

mass fcedstocks.
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$4. 15/gal in 1980 to $1 .65/gal in 1993.3 Advances
in gasification and catalysis are also lowering the
cost of producing methanol and hydrogen from
biomass. As described in chapter 2, the production
of the biomass itself has improved greatly.

Similarly, advances in energy conversion de-
vices, particularly fuel cells, offer the prospect of
high-efficiency propulsion systems that can use a
variety of renewable fuels. For example, the
amount of platinum catalyst necessary in the pro-
ton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has been
greatly reduced. Ultimately, with other advances,
this may make it possible to reduce the cost of
such fuel cells with large-scale mass production to
a level competitive on a vehicle life-cycle basis
with internal combustion engines (ICES).

In addition, reductions in the cost and improve-
ments in the performance of power electronics and
electric motors are allowing the development of
all-electric drivetrains as a substitute for today’s
mechanical gearbox and drivetrain. This may al-
low substantial increases in efficiency-both
directly and indirectly through the use of regen-
erative braking (recovering the braking energy).
Numerous other advances have occurred across

many aspects of transport fuels and motive power
technologies.

| Potential Roles
The U.S. transportation system plays a central role
in the economy. 4 Highway transportation, how-
ever, is dependent on internal combustion engine
vehicles fueled almost exclusively by petroleum.
This has given rise to a number of energy supply
and environmental concerns. Despite substantial
improvements in U.S. transportation energy effi-
ciency in recent decades,5 the United States still
consumes more than one-third of the world’s
transport energy. b Transportation accounts for
about one-quarter of total U.S. primary energy use
and nearly two-thirds of oil use. About one-half of
this oil is imported, costing the United States
about $45 billion per year. Domestic oil produc-
tion has declined since 1970 and is expected to
continue declining while demand is expected to
increase. With current policies, U.S. imports of oil
are likely to increase dramatically over the next
several decades (see chapter 1).

The U.S. dependence on oil not only makes the
economy vulnerable to the supply and price vola-

~ 1992 $/gal, S.R. Venka[eswaran, Energe{ics,  Inc., and John Brogan, U.S. Department of Energy, perSOnal  communication,  May 12, 1994.

This includes approximately 35g/gal for transport and delivery to the end user. Production costs above are approximately $3.80/gal and
$ 1.30/gal, respectively. This does not include road transport fuel taxes.

4The avai]abi]l[y  of reliab]e  and efficient transportation systems has historically been an important determinant of economic growth. During

the past 20 years, the demand for transportation goods and services in the United States has generally matched overall economic expansion and
currently accounts for about one-sixth of the gross domestic product. See S.C. Davis and S.G. String, Trunsporfution Energ} Data  Book: Edi-
[ion 12, ORNL-6743 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1992), table 2-19.

sAggrega(e trave] energy  intensity (energy use per pawm~er-rn]le)  in the United States has declined about 15 percent since i 973. This drop
was principally due to the introduction of automobile fuel economy standards and hi.rgher  oil prices. See L. Schipper, ‘“Energy  Efficiency and

Human Activity: Lessons from the Past, Importance for the Future,” paper presented at the Annual World Bank Conference on Development
Economics, Washington, DC, May 3-4, 1993.

6U s Congress, Offlce of Technology Assessment, Changing by Degrees: Steps To Reduce Greenhouse Gases, OTA-O-482 Washington,. .
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1991), p. 150.
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internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs)

Baseline Petroleum/reformulated gasolinec

Coal/methanol

Coal/compressed H2

Corn/ethanol (E85)d

Corn/dedicated ethanol (El 00)

Natural gas/dedicated methanol (Ml 00)
Natural gas/compressed H2

e

Natural gas/dedicated CNGf

Biomass/compressed H2

9

Solar/compressed H2

h

Biomass/methanol

Biomass/ethanol (E85)

Biomass/dedicated ethanol (EIOO)l

290

460
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210 to 320
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220
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50
50
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0

~ 58
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-25
-26
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-83
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250
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-69

-90
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-94
-90 to 100

1994

Biomass-derived fuels such as ethanol, metha-
nol, or hydrogen could satisfy a significant por-
tion of transportation energy needs if used in
conjunction with high-efficiency vehicle technol-
ogies such as hybrid electric vehicles or fuel cell-
powered vehicles. Some estimates for potential
bioenergy production range up to perhaps 25 EJ
(24 quads) by 2030.12 Current transportation en-
ergy requirements are about 24 EJ (23 quads)
annually and are projected to increaseto31 EJ (30
quads) by 2010.13 Thus, unless coupled with very
aggressive efforts to improve vehicle fuel efficien-
cy, biomass-derived fuels will probably not be

sufficient to completely displace imported oil
used for transportation. Wind and especially solar
resources are potentially much larger than bio-
mass. Although wind- or solar-derived hydrogen
and electricity would not be resource constrained,
their higher costs will still justify attention to rais-
ing vehicle efficiency. Whether or not the poten-
tial of renewable resources can be realized,
however, remains uncertain and depends on their
cost and performance compared with other fuels
and technologies. The larger context of transport
infrastructure development and accounting for the

I Zsee chapter z. ~is does not Include  conversion losses for biomass (O liquid or gaseous fuels.

13u.s, ~paflment of Energy, Energy Infomatlon  Adminlstra[ion,  Annlt~/  ~nerg}  Oul/ook,  f994, DOE/EIA-0383(94)  (Washington, DC’

January 1994).
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NOTE Renewable energy pathways are shown as solid lines

SOURCE Robert Williams and Henry Kelly, “Fuel Cells and the Future of the U S Automobile,” n d

social costs of fossil fuel use and transport are also
very important. 14

| Principal Themes
In this chapter, a variety of alternative technology
pathways are outlined that would utilize renew-
able fuels and advanced propulsion systems.
Their relative economic, environmental, and tech-
nological performance is analyzed vis-a-vis con-
ventional fossil-fueled systems; key research,
development, and demonstration (RD&D) and
commercilization issues that may impede market

introduction are examined; and various policy
measures that could bring these renewable
technology pathways to fruition are explored.

RENEWABLE ENERGY PATHS
FOR TRANSPORT
There are many possible options for automotive
transportation. Some major options now under
consideration are illustrated in figure 4-1, where
various combinations of primary energy sources,
intermediate energy carriers, and vehicle technol-
ogies are shown. Each fuel-propulsion system

1 ~For ~ ~e~al]ed discu~~lon of tie ~wja] costs  of ~~spoflation, see us, Congress, office of Technology Assessment,  h}fng  ~-nergy  in U.S.

Trun.sporfurion,  OTA-ETI-589 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1994).
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combination offers a different set of energy re-
quirements, emission levels, and performance
characteristics, as well as a different set of R&D
challenges and commercial hurdles. Some
technologies are relatively mature, whereas others
are only now being explored. There is great uncer-
tainty as to which of these fuel and vehicle
technologies will prove most desirable; the many
possible options, however, increases the likeli-
hood that one or more will be successful.

The development and maturation of one
technology can in some cases pave the way for
more efficient solutions later on. For example, the
use of methanol or ethanol in internal combustion
engine vehicles (I CEVS) could lead to the creation
of a bioenergy crop infrastructure that might later
b e  s h i f t e d  t o  b i
s) ,  Similarly,  the creat ion of a natu-
ral gas distribution network for ICEVs—if prop-
erly designed and appropriate materials were
used—might ultimately lay the groundwork for a
hydrogen fuel infrastructure that could be used in
advanced propulsion systems. 15 Thus, different
fuel and vehicle technology alternatives are not
necessarily mutually exclusive options but in
some circumstances can serve as complementary
strategies over the long term.

A variety of evolutionary paths can be outlined
that lead from current technologies toward the use
of renewable fuels in low-emission vehicles. One
possible scenario is depicted in figure 4-2. Over
the course of the next decade, for example, ICEVs
operating on compressed natural gas (CNG),
methanol made from natural gas, or ethanol made
from corn might be introduced on a wide scale. 16

The use of natural gas or alcohols in conventional

!

1990 2000 2010 2020

SOURCE U S Department of Energy Off Ice of Transportation Technol-
ogies

vehicles offers a relatively low-risk strategy for re-
ducing petroleum dependence in the short term.

Depending on the particular fuel and vehicle
technology, reductions in emissions of criteria
pollutants could be modest (ethanol and metha-

15HY~ro~en  ~zn be ~ro~uced  by steam refomlng  of na[ural gas. If a network of natural gas service stations were developed, a decentralized

hydrogen infrastructure might be created fairly quickly. Since stationary fuel cell applications are likel y to be commercially available well be-
fore tran~por-tatlon appllcation~, it may be pos~lble  to tap mto natural gas steam reformers at these stationary sites for refueling of hydrogen
ICEVi or FCVf. Paul Miller, W. Alton Jones Foundation, Personal  communication, Apr. 19, 1994.

16 HY,drogen  (from natural gas or biomass) and ethanol ( from ce]luloslc biomass) are unlikely to be widely available in the next  I ~ Years.

Hydrogen faces  infrastructure limitations, and ethanol derived from cellulose is still in the development and early pilot production phase. Com-
based ethan~l  I\ alread) in use but is unlikely to be more than a transition fuel since  other sources are more promkkg  economically.
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no]) to significant (CNG) to dramatic (hydro-

gcn ). ] 7 Reductions in C02 would similarly vary
widely depending on the fuel and vehicle technol-
ogy. over the long term. more substantial reduc-
tions in greenhouse gas emissions could be
accomplished through the production of metha-
nol, ethanol, or hydrogen fuels from renewable
energy sources such as cellulosic biomass (see
table 4-l ).

If petroleum use is to be reduced significantly,
propulsion systems with relatively high efficien-
cies arc necessary. Such efficiency requirements
might be met in the mid-term by hybrid vehicles
that, for example. combine a small ICE with a bat-
tery and an electric motor(s) driving the wheels.
Hybrid systems may be able to provide many of
the energy efficiency and emissions bencilts of
pure battery-powered electric vehicles (BPEVs),
while offering greater flexibility with respect to
range and performance. An ICE-based hybrid
could run on a variety of fuels such as hydrogen,
ethanol, methanol. or reformulated gasoline. Re-
search on hybrid systems could also speed the de-
velopment of electric drivetrain technologies and
advancd power control systems. Much RD&D
remains, however, to determine hybrid vehicle
cost and performance.

When cost-competitive, the ICE portion of the
hybrid could be replaced with a fuel cell, gas tur-
bine, or advanced diesel engine. The ICE hybrid
could thus allow a significant decoupling of the
various components of the vehicle system, per-

mitting development of the fuel infrastructure that
powers the ICE to be largely separated from devel-
opment of the electric drivetrain. This could facil i-
tate the introduction of fuel cell electric vehicles
over the long term (e.g., a methanol or hydrogen
infrastructure could be developed first for ICE hy-
brids and then used to supply energy for fuel cell-
bascd hybrids).

The introduction of fuel cell vehicles operating
on methanol or hydrogen from natural gas would
substantially reduce both criteria pollutant and
C02 emissions (because of the higher efficiency
of FCVS). 9 Fuel cell vehicles running on hydro-
gen produced from biomass or renewably gener-
ated electricity, or alcohol (methanol or ethanol)
produced from biomass, are potentially the clean-
est and highest performance systems. A decade or
more of intensive RD&D remains to bc done,
however, before their technological and economic
feasibility can be fully determined.

Many key fuel cell technologies arc still in the
developmental phase. Although some advances
have been made in the area of PEM fuel ccl] per-
formance, much progress is required before a
complete fuel cell system can be commercially
packaged for an automobile. The reliability y of the
essential components of a fuel cell system has not
yet been demonstrated in an automotive environ-
ment or over a typical automotive duty cycle. Al-
though fuel ccl] costs will likely drop as
economics of scale are achieved in manufactur-

I TA]thc)uoh  ~]l~ma~i~ c fuc]~ such aj methanol, ethanol, and nalurill g~ls :lr~& “inherently” less o~one-forrning and les~ carcinogenic thtin
g:l~c)l  inc. rl~~~ rcgu I;i[or}  requ ir~mcnt~ for g~s~] in~ ~ou]d vcr~ I ik~ly d]nljn  i jh [hc env Ironmen[a]  tidy iinttige of ;ilternil( i vc fue]s. see D. E. ~JU-.
Ace. “Altemtiti\e Fuels  t’or Automobile\: Are Thcyr  Cleiiner Tbtin Gasoline’?” Corlgressional  Research  Scrvlcc Repro 92-235 S, Feb. 27, 1992:
ill~o see )1 Ian J. Krupn  ich ct ~1., Rcwurces  for the F“uture, “~eC(~st-Effecti~cllcss  and Energy  Securit}  Benefits of Methimol  Vehicles.” Diwus-
i i[~n PiiWr QE90- 25, Scp(cmber  1990;  tind J. Odgen et ill., “A Technical and Economic Asscsimcnt  of Rcrwwable  Traniportittion  Fuel\ w~
Technologies\, ” report  prepiired  for the Office of Technology A~sewment,  May 1994.

I xThc ]CE lt oll]d ~ u~ed t. genera[~ ~lec[ri~lt~ (O ~wer iIn electric motor drive[r’ain, and the battery  WOU]d  prokf kk “peiik  po~icr” [o mc~[

iicccleriif]on or hill-climbing demands.  Unlike cony cntional ICEVS, in which the pow erpliult (the cn~ine ) ~rivcs the w hml~ ~ircctly,  ti hybrid or
pure electrlc ~chicle uw~ the powerplimt (c.:,,  heat engine. fuel wII, or batter]) to drive electric rnotori  thiit dri~c the whcel~.

I ~jFuel  ~el Is arc ~lcctroc.he,lllc.al  ~eylcc~ that Coni  ~rt [he ch~nli~~] energy in il fuel (hydrogen Ii prCfCITed)  dnd o~ i~~n[ (u~u~llY  ()~Y~en 111

iII r ) directly Into electrical energy. LJnlike bat[eries. the reti~timti  iirc ~uppl ied continuously from an extcrntil  ~ource (e. g., a h~drogm ~t~riigc
tank plus air). The main exhfius[  product of i] fuel CCII is wter.  Over a lypicul urban driving cycle,  fuel cell -propclltxl  vehicles could  potentially
hiwe Iwo to three times the efficiency of ICEVS.
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environmental characteristics of the more plausi-
ble fuel-vehicle combinations arc examined in de-
tail in the followin: sections.

A RENEWABLE FUEL MENU23

A variety of transportation fuels can be produced
from renewable resources. The discussion here fo-
cuses on the four most promising energy ariers
that could be used in conjunction with low’-cmis-
sion vehicles: methanol, ethanol, hydrogn (H2).
and electricity. Many of the  comercilizaeion  is-
sues affecting alternative transport fuels have
been addressed previously in the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) report Replacinq

Gasoline .- Alternative fue1 for Light-Duty Ve-
hicles particularl the difficulties inherent in dc-
veloping a new fuel distribution infrastructure.~~

The principal technical and economic challenges
facing renewable fuels are dcscribed below.

|Methanol
Methanol is a liquid fuel that can be produced
from natural gas, coal. or biomass. Onc major ad-
vantage of methanol is that it would requirc fewer
changes in vehicle design than some other alterna-
tive fuels, Flexible-fuel vehicles. which can oper-
ate on methanol, ethanol, gasoline, or a mixture of
these fuels, arc already being produced in limitcd
numbers in the United States.25 The use of such
vehicles could case the transition from gasoline.
Although methanol is frequently discussed as a re-

‘{‘A rccenl  ~tudy by ~llllwr-(jkl  cstlmatei that the initiul purchtiw cmts of :i n~aii-produc~ml  FC\’ could be comp:mihlc IO a con~ cntlonal
IC-E\’, [.lfi-c> cle opcrdting  ct)~t~ mii) alw be compartib[e. See ,41 ll~[)n  Ga\ Turblnc Di\ ]$ion, “R~\ciir~h  :ind Dc~ clopmcnt of Proton- f;~chungc

Nlembr;lne  (PEN!) Fuel Ccl] S? \tcnl for Tr-tinsportation  Appllc:ition~’  In]tlal Conceplu:il Dmign Rcpor’t.” EDR 16194. rcp{~rt preptired  for the

(’. S. Dcpartnvmt of Energj, Otlice of Triul~pm-tation Tcchnologics,  NOJ. 30, 1993.

~ 1 The “’n~:irgtna]  nll~” IS a measure  of the pt>u cr generation that nlu~t come onl Inc duc to BPI:k’ ch:ir:ing  ;md i~ alnok  c and bc) ond the

non- BPEYr clectrlclt)  dmuind.
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Three basic thermochemical (high-temperature) processes are Involved in methanol production from

biomass, The first step IS production of a “synthesis gas” via thermochemical gasifcation of biomass, us-

ing oxygen rather than air in order to eliminate dilution of the product gas with nitrogen (in air). Since oxy-

gen plants have strong capital cost scale economies, most proposals for biomass-to-methanol facilities

have Involved large plants (typically 1,500 metric tonnes/day input of dry biomass), Biomass gasiflers de-

signed for methanol production are not available commercially. A number of pilot- and demonstration-scale

units were built and operated in the late 1970s and early 1980s, but most of these efforts were halted when

011 prices fell, 1 Work on a fluidized-bed design has been revived, with the construction of a bagasse-fueled

demonstration and now being planned.2 More recently, indirectly heated gasifiers have been proposed,3

These would produce a nitrogen-free gas without using oxygen and thus might be built economically at a

smaller scale.

Second, the synthesis gas IS cleaned and its chemical composition is adjusted The specific equipment

will vary depending on the gasifier used. Common to all systems is a “shift” reactor, which IS a commercial-

ly established technology, Other processing maybe required before the shift stage, however. For example,

tars contained in the synthesis gas must be removed or cracked into simpler forms that WiII not deposit on

and/or damage the turbine.

Third, the gas IS compressed and passed through a pressurized catalytic reactor that converts carbon

monoxide and hydrogen into methanol. A variety of commercial processes can be used.

This thermochemical process is Inherently more tolerant of diversity in feedstocks than biological proc-

esses (e g., enzymatic hydrolysis used in ethanol production),

‘ A A C M Beenackers and W P M van Swaalj, “The Biomass to Synthesis Gas Pilot Plant Programme of the CEC A First Evalua-
tion of Results, ” Energy frorr?f310rnass,  ThlrcfEuropean Communlry Confererrce (Essex, England Elsev[er Applled Science, 1985), pp
120-45, and E D Larson et al , “Biomass Gaslflcatlon for Gas Turbtne Power Generation, ” E/ec(rlclfy Efllclent End-Use and New Gen-

eration Tec/mo/ogles, and The/r P/arrrmg /mp/ications (Lund, Sweden Lund Umverslty Press, 1989), pp 697-739
2 R J Evans at al , Battelle Paclflc Northwest Laboratory, “Development of Biomass Gaslflcatlon To Produce Substitute Fuels, ”

PNL-6518, 1988
3 C E Wyman et al , “Ethanol and Methanol from Celluloslc Biomass, ” Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/s and E/ecfncify T B

Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), and E D Larson et al , Center for Energy and Enwronmental Studies,
Princeton University, “ProductIon of Methanol and Hydrogen for Vehicles from Biomass, with Comparisons to Methanol and Hydrogen

Product Ion from Natural Gas and Coal, ” forthcoming

placement for gasoline, it can also be used to re-
place diesel.

Methanol is currently produced primarily from
natural gas, but it can also be produced from coal
and, through a similar process, from lignocellu-
losic biomass feedstocks.2b Biomass-to-methanol
plants can convert 50 to 60 percent of the energy
content of the input biomass into methanol, and

some designs have been proposed with conver-
sion efficiencies of more than 70 percent. Box 4-1
describes the basic processes.

Two possibilities are interesting, both involv-
ing feedstocks that are produced today. One op-
tion is the use of residues produced by the forest
products industry, which today is the largest orga-
nized user of biomass energy in the United States.

26C.E.  Wyman et al., “Ethanol and Methanol from Cellulosic Biomass,” Renewable Energ?:  Source.~for  Fuels and Eleco-icity,  T.B. Johans-

son et al. (eds.) (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993).
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Methanol

Methanol
Methanol

Ethanol

Ethanol
Hydrogen

Hydrogen

Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen

Hydrogen

CNG
Reformulated gasoline

Biomass

Natural gas

Coal
Biomass

Corn

Biomass
Photovoltaic

Wind

Natural gas

Coal
Nuclear

Natural gas

Crude 011

$1 3-15b

11-13

13
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14-16

25-60

30-40
11
14

26-33
7-8

9

a 1 glgajoule (GJ) 109 JOL1 Ies = O 95 m II I :on BTUS 278 kilowatt-hours, 1 gallon of gasollne = O 13 GJ 1 gallon of methanol = O 065 GJ 1 gal’on of
ethanol -0087 GJ $1 gal’on of gasoltne = $7 67~GJ

bMethanol ethanol and hydrogen fuels can be burned In ICES with higher compression ratios and thus can OPerale more efflClentlY than 9as01 ne

engines This should be taken Into consideration when comparing alternate fuels with gasollne
cBased on Department of Energy projections for fossil energy prices (post-2000) [n 1991 dollars See U S Department of Energy Energy I r? format Ion

Admlmstratlon Annual  Energy Ou?/ook  1994. DOE-EIA-0383(94) (Washington, DC U S Government Prlntlng Off Ice, January 1994)
dAlthough the cost of electrl~lty (4 to 6 @ ‘kWh or $11 to $1 7/GJ) ,s relatively high compared 10 gasollne ($9/GJ),  the actual Operating etectrlcity  costs  for

BPEVS are hkely 10 be substantially lower than for gasoline vehicles, due principally to the efficiency advantage of electrlc vehicles

SOURCES The estmales  presented here are drawn prlnc(pally from Joan M Odgen et al “A Techn(cal and Economic Assessment of Renewable
Transportation Fuels and Technologies, ” report prepared for the Off Ice of Technology Assessment, May 1994, and U S Department of Energy BIo-

fuels Program 1994

Forest residues associated with annual wood har-
vests for the industry contain some 1.3 EJ.27 A
second feedstock stream is municipal solid waste
(MSW). This source, amounting to about 1.8 EJ
per year (after recycling), is especially attractive
because of its negative cost (e.g., it costs money
to dispose of it). The gasification technology
needed for MS W is essential y the same as that re-
quired for biomass.

Since biomass-to-methanol plants are not yet
commercially available, costs are uncertain (table
4-2 gives one estimate of baseline alternative fuel
production costs for the post-2000 timeframe).
From scattered cost data, it is estimated that meth-
anol from biomass could be produced for about
$14/GJ, equivalent to $1 .85/gal gasoline, with
commercially ready technology in a plant with a
capacity of about 10 million GJ/yr (about 500 mil-

21An[h~ny F. Turhollow and Steve M. Cohen, Oak Ridge  National Lahratory, “Data and Sources: Biomass Supply,” draft report, Jan. 28,

1994.
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lion liters/year or 130 million gal/year). Methanol
derived from natural gas costs about $1l/GJ
($1 .45/gal gasoline), while production of metha-
nol from coal costs about $ 13/GJ ($1.70/gal gaso-
line). Compared with reformulated gasoline (even
at $26/barrel for crude oil), methanol—regardless
of the primary energy source—is marginally com-
petitive at best. As discussed below, however,
methanol can potentially be used at much higher
efficiency than gasoline, e.g., in FCVs, offsetting
its higher cost.

Capital represents the largest fraction of the to-
tal cost of methanol produced in small plants,
whereas feedstock is the dominant cost in large
plants. Thus, capital cost reductions will be most
important in reducing methanol costs from small
plants, while increases in biomass conversion effi-
ciency will be most important on a large scale. As
a liquid fuel, methanol would carry distribution
and retailing costs that are approximately the
same per unit volume as gasoline. The volumetric
energy density of methanol is roughly half that of
gasoline, however, resulting in a reduced range for
methanol-fueled vehicles (for a given storage tank
volume and engine type) and higher distribution
and retailing costs on an energy-equivalent basis.

The use of pure methanol could reduce air
pollution, particularly urban smog. As with other
alternative fuels, methanol has a number of attrib-
utes that appear superior to gasoline.28 In particu-
lar, methanol:

has lower volatility than gasoline, which
should reduce evaporative emissions.
has a lower photochemieal reactivity than gas-
oline. As a consequence, emissions of un-
burned methanol, the primary constituent of
methanol vehicle exhaust and fuel evaporative
emissions, have less ozone-forming potential

than an equal weight of organic emissions from
gasoline-fueled vehicles.
has higher octane and wider flammability lim -
its than gasoline. This allows a methanol en-
gine to be operated at higher (leaner) air-to-fuel
ratios than similar gasoline engines, promoting
higher fuel efficiency and lower CO and organ-
ic emissions.

In addition, if produced from biomass feed-
stocks grown on a renewable basis, methanol
would provide a substantial C02 benefit over gas-
oline. However, any benefits are highly dependent
on the feedstock. Methanol from coal, for exam-
ple, would result in higher CO2 gas emissions.29

Methanol does have some environmental disad-
vantages, particularly greater emissions of form-
aldehyde, which could require special emission
controls. The liquid fuel itself is toxic,30 moder-
ately corrosive, and highly flammable; thus, some
modifications to the existing fuel distribution sys-
tem are expected to be required.

It should also be noted that, under pressure
from both state and federal regulation, gasoline is
being improved to reduce its emissions and new
emissions control technologies are nearing com-
mercialization. These developments could effec-
tively eliminate the exhaust emission advantages
of alternative fuels such as methanol and ethanol.
On the other hand, new formulations of gasoline
must contain oxygenates such as ethanol or deriv-
atives of either methanol (e.g., methyl tertiary-
butyl ether, MTBE) or ethanol (e.g., ethyl
tertiary -butyl ether, ETBE). The addition of oxy-
genates to gasoline can reduce CO formation but
appears to offer little benefit in terms of reducing
atmospheric ozone levels.

28As an addi[ive  to gasoline, however, me~ano] provides little or no air quality advantages except for the reduction of carbon monoxide.

There are significant evaporative emissions that can affect ozone formation when alcohol fuels are blended with gasol  inc. See Calvert et al., op.
cit., footnote 7.

ZgOffice of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 24. p. 71.

~~Methanol,  however, lacks the toxics  (e.g., benzene) found in gasoline and thus can reduce kvek  of carcinogenic emissions.
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In the longer term, a potentially important ad-
vantage of methanol fuels is their possible use in
fuel cell vehicles (see below). Since methanol can
be derived from a variet y of different sources and
can be used in both conventional and advanced
propulsion systems, it could play an important
role in moving away from a fossil fuel-based
transportation system.

| Ethanol
Ethanol, like methanol, is a liquid fuel that can be
used in internal combustion engines. It can be pro-
duced from biomass—about one-third of Brazil
automobile fleet, for example, runs on straight
ethanol produced from sugars The vehicle-re-
lated technical issues for ethanol are essentially
the same as for methanol-it requires only minor
modifications for use in gasoline engines, but
more involved changes are required for use in die-
sel engines.

Generally, emissions from ethanol vehicles are
expected to be similar to those from methanol ve-
hicles, except that acetaldehyde, rather than form-
aldehyde, will be elevated. Ethanol, like
methanol, is inherently less ozone-forming and
less carcinogenic than gasoline.s~

As previously noted, new controls on gasoline
are likely to reduce or even eliminate the exhaust
emission advantages of ethanol and methanol.
Ethanol can be used either as an additive to gaso-
line or directly. As an additive, its primary envi-
ronmental benefit is a reduction of CO. However,

gasoline-ethanol blends that contain low percent-
ages of ethanol (e.g., 10 percent) increase the vola-
tility of gasoline, thus increasing the mass
evaporative emissions that can react with sunlight
to form ozone. By using ETBE, an ethanol deriva-
tive, instead of ethanol itself, the volatility prob-
lem can be avoided.33 This is also true when
100-percent ethanol (E1OO) is used. E85 (85 per-
cent ethanol, 15 percent gasoline) has evaporative
emissions comparable to gasoline.

The emissions of C02 from the full fuel cycle
for ethanol vehicles vary greatly depending on the
feedstock from which ethanol is produced. With
corn, the emissions have been estimated to range
from modestly lower to slightly higher than those
of gasoline, due to the need for fossil fuel use in
the production of the corn and ethanol.34 On the
other hand, if ethanol is made from cellulosic bio-
mass, C02 emissions could be reduced dramati-
cally (table 4-1 ).

The overall energy balance for corn-based etha-
nol is only modestly positive, at best. If the by-
products of ethanol production (e.g.. C02 and
distilled grains for cattle feed) and the energy in-
puts required to grow corn (e.g., fertilizers, herbi-
cides, and machinery fuel) are incorporated into
an overall energy balance, the net energy gain of
corn-based ethanol is estimated to range from -2 to
+34 percent (i.e., there can be a fuel-cycle-wide
net energy loss of 2 percent or a net energy gain up
to 34 percent) compared with fossil35 energy in-
puts.36 This energy balance does not take account

~ 1 World Bank,  “Alcohol Fuel\ from Sugar In ~ra7il,” The Urban Edge, October 1990, p. 5.
~~Elhano] is how,et,er, ~c)nlew  hat more photochemica]]y  reactive tian methanol and thus can give  rlSe tO slightly higher  c~ncentration~  ‘f

ozone than methanol. CJUShee,  op. cit., footnote 17.

3~FTBF has ~ ]o\kcr Vtip)r  prcj~ure than MTBE,  but ~cause  ethanol costs more than methanol as a feedstock, MTBE had been the ether of. .
choice. HOW ever, on June 30. 1994. the Environmental Protection Agency promulgated a rule that, beginning in 1995, 15 percent of gasoline
oxygenates  must come from “rcneuablc”  source$. which in practice means ethanol or ETBE. In 1996, the renewable-based oxygenates would

increase to 30 percent. This rule w~\ o~ertumcd  by a U.S. Court of Appeals on April 28, 1995.
~QSome estimates sho~~ [hat  Com-derived ethano] cm s]l~htl~  reduce overall  col emissions.  Further research IS needed to clarify  this is~ue.

35mere may ~ \olne  nuclear.  and h~dro-generated  electricity inpUtS as well.

36John Bailey,  Institute for Local Self Reliance, personal communication, June  1, 1994.
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of the corn stover (field residue).37 The stover
contains more than enough energy to operate a
corn-to-ethanol plant, so the net energy fraction
might improve considerably if a portion of the
stover were collected and used to replace external
energy sources.

Another major issue with ethanol is the cost of
production. It is heavily dependent on the cost of
the feedstock (corn in the United States, sugar in
Brazil) and the market value of the byproducts.
Among potentially renewable fuels, ethanol (pri-
marily from corn) is the only one that is produced
commercially on a largc scale in the United States.
It is used principally as a 10-percent blend with
gaso l ine  in  Conven t iona l  ICEVs. About 3 bil l ion

liters of ethanol arc made annually in the United
States, almost all from corn. Ethanol from corn is

not cost-competitive with gasoline, so federal
subsidies (currently about 54¢/gal) are necessary
to support continued production.

Ethanol from Lignocelluiose
The high cost of corn-based ethanol has motivated
efforts to convert lower cost biomass, primarily
woody and herbaceous materials. into ethanol.
These feedstocks are less costly than corn because
much larger quantities can be produced per land
area and fewer agricultual chemical or other in-
puts are required. In addition, they do not directly

 They are, however,compete with food crops.38

more difficult-and to date more costly-to con-
vert into ethanol. Advances in biotechnology may
change this outlook. Research by the National Re-

~sof courw. thej nuiy  compete with food crop~  indirectly in terms of land use,  wc chapter 2
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newable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and others
into cellulose-to-ethanol processes is promising
and, if successful, could offer a cost-effective
means of producing ethanol in very large quanti-
ties. 39

Woody and herbaceous biomass, referred to
generally as lignocellulosic material, consists of
three chemically distinct components: cellulose
(about 50 percent), hemicellulose (25 percent),
and lignin (25 percent).40 Most proposed proc-
esses involve separate processing-either acid or
enzymatic hydrolysis-of these components. In
the first step, pretreatment, the hemicellulose is
broken down into its component sugars and sepa-
rated out. The lignin is also removed. The cellu-
lose is then converted into fermentable glucose
through hydrolysis. After fermentation, the prod-
ucts are distilled to remove ethanol. Byproducts of
the separation process, such as lignin, can be used
as fuel.

Acid Hydrolysis
A number of variants on the basic process of acid
hydrolysis have been proposed, each typically in-
volving use of a different acid and/or reactor con-
figuration. 41 One sys tem incorporates  t w o  s t a g e s

of hydrolysis using dilute sulfuric acid. In the first
step, the acid breaks the feedstock down into sim-

ple sugars. The acid also degrades some of the
product sugars, however, so that they cannot be
fermented, thus reducing overall yield. R&D has
been aimed at improving the relatively low yields
(55 to 75 percent of the cellulose) through the use
of other acids.42 Low-cost recovery and reuse of
the acids are necessary to keep production costs
down but have yet to be commercially proven .43

The estimated total cost of producing ethanol
by different proposed acid hydrolysis processes is
high ($15 to $20/GJ or $2.00 to $2.60/gal gaso-

line) .44 The potential for cost reduction is limited
because the maximum overall efficiency of con-
verting energy in the biomass feedstock by acid
hydrolysis is only about 30 percent. The sale of
chemical byproducts (e.g., furfural) improves
economics, but the potential market is much
smaller than production by a large-scale fuel etha-
nol industry.45 Byproduct electricity could also

offset ethanol costs, but the amounts of exportable
electricity coproduced in process configurations
to date have been relatively small. This situation
might change if more advanced cogeneration
technologies are considered (see chapter 5).

Unless world oil prices rise considerably (to
$40/barrel or more), ethanol from acid hydrolysis
appears to be an unpromising technology, particu -

Wone ~ecen[  econometric  \tud} e~tlnlated  that [he agrlcu]tural wctor could support  the production of roughly  I o EJ (Cllment  national  trans-,
portation energy  consumption is about 22 EJ) of dell~ cre(l  ethanol from ccllulosic biomass (not from, e.g., grain  or sugarcane).  Of course, this
will al~o  depend on export opportun]tie~  for agricultural commod  it]es  and other  factors (see C1-iapter  2). Randall A. Reese et al., “Herbaceous

Bloma~~ Feedstock  Production: The Economic Potential and Impacts on U.S. Agriculture,” Energy Policy, July 1993, pp. 726-734.

~)percentage~ vary for different ipecies,  WOOCI consists of about 50 percent cellulose and 25 percent hemicellulose.  Grasses have  rou~hly

equal amounts of cellulose and hemicellulose  (between 30 and 35 percent). J.D. Wright, “Ethanol from Lignocellulose: An Overview, ’’Energy

ProSre.\  i, vol. 8, No. 2, 1988,  pp. 71 -78; and Anthony Turhollow. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, personal communication, Apr. 22, 1994.
~ I WY mtin et al., op. cit., footnote 26..

4zSee  J,D. Wright et al., E~uluation  of C’oncentrared  Halogen A[i(lH>lirol>.~ir  Processes for Alcohol Fuel Production, SERUTR-232-2386

(Golden, Co: Solar Energ>  Re}earch  Institute, 1985).

471bd.
44E  D 1 ar~on ~t a], ,Blomaj\-Ga}lfler  SteaII1.  ]njec[ed Ga~ Turbine Cogeneration  for tie Cane sugar  Industry,” Ener~)from ~lomas.j and,.

W’a.\Ie,\ XIV, D.L. Klas\ (cd. ) (Chicago, IL. ln~titute  for Ga\ Technology, 1991),

~ssee p,w, Bergeron  et a],, “Di]ute  Aci[j H} droll ~i~ of Bioma~s for Ethanol Production, ” Energ}’from  Biomass and Wa.$leS .~)) (Chicago, IL:. ,
Inititute for Gas Technologyr, 1989), pp. 1277- 1296; and M.M. Bulls et al., “Conversion of Cellulosic Feedstocks (o Ethanol and Other Chemi-

cals Using TVA’s Dilute Sulfuric Acid Hydrolysi\  Process,” Energ]’from Biomass and Wastes  X/V, D.L. Klass (cd.) (Chicago, IL: Institute for

Ga~ Technology, 1991).
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larly in light of developments in enzymatic hydro-
lysis.

Enzymatic Hydrolysis
Enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose has been under
development for about two decades. Advances
that have been made in this technique specifically,
and in biotechnology more generally, suggest that
economically competitive commercial systems
could be developed by early in the next century.

Biological enzymes typically break down only
the cellulose and do not attack the product sugars.
Thus, in principle, yields close to 100 percent can
be achieved from cellulose. A feedstock pretreat-
ment step is typically required since biomass is
naturally resistant to enzyme attack. The most
promising option appears to be a dilute acid, in
which the hemicellulose is converted to xylose
sugars that are separated out, leaving a porous ma-
terial of cellulose and lignin that can be attacked
more readily by enzymes.%

A number of bacteria and yeasts have been
identified and tested as catalysts of cellulose hy-
drolysis. Three process configurations have re-
ceived the most attention from researchers:

■ In the separate hydrolysis and fermentation
(SHF) of cellulose, three distinct operations are
used to produce enzymes, hydrolyze cellulose,
and ferment the glucose.

■ A promising modification of the SHF process
involves simultaneous saccharification and fer-
mentation (SSF) in a single-reaction vessel,
permitting higher product yield and improved

economics. 47 Projected total biomass energy
conversion efficiency to ethanol with improved
xylose fermentation is about 64 percent.48 The
projected costs for ethanol produced by this
method range from $10 to $15/GJ ($1 .30 to
$2.00/gal gasoline) (roughly similar to the cost
for biomass-derived methanol) delivered to the
consumer. 49 Research lowered the cost of bio-
mass-derived ethanol from $4. 15/gal in 1980 to
$1.65/gal in 1993, including the cost of deliv-
ery. 50

| Single-reactor direct microbial conversion
(DMC) combines enzyme production, cellu-
lose hydrolysis, and glucose fermentation in a
single process. In limited efforts to date, how-
ever, DMC ethanol yields have been lower than
those from the SHF or SSF processes, and a
number of undesired byproducts have resulted.

A potential complication for ethanol produc-
tion is that the enzymes currently used in the most
promising conversion process---ezymatic hy-
drolysis—may require relatively homogeneous
feedstocks to achieve projected performance.51

Although researchers have been able to convert
wastepaper and agricultural and forest product
wastes into ethanol using enzymatic hydrolysis.52

it may prove easier and less expensive to harvest
and process a monoculture. From an ecological
perspective, however, the ability to draw on bio-
mass polycultures would be preferable in the
longer term (chapter 2). If polyculture feedstocks
are pursued, they may require the development of
improved enzymes and processing technologies.

‘J.D.  Wright, “Ethanol from Biomass by Enzymatic Hydrolysis,” Chemicul  Engineering Progress, August 1988, pp. 62-74.

47J.D. wright  et al., Simultaneous Saccharification  and Fermentation of Li8nocellulose:  Proce~~  E\duation  (Golden, CO: Solar Energy

Research Institute, 1988).
.lllw,fyman et a]., op. cit., fOOmOte  26.

-l~ogden  et a]., op. cit., footnote 17

S(I 1992 $/ga]]on Venkateswaran and Brogan, op. cit., footnote 3.

51 ResearCh  on enzymatic  hydrolysis  at NREL is now broadening its focus to include research on common farm speCies that may be inter-

mixed with the primary species grown.

52Ro&~  H. Walker,  Director, Planning and Evaluations, Alternative Feedstock  Development Depafiment,  Amoco Corp., pf3!30nal Commu-

nication,  May 1994.
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| Hydrogen
Interest in hydrogen as an alternative fuel for
transport has grown rapidly in recent years. Hy-
drogen is an extremely clean fuel that can be
burned in ICES or electrochemically converted to
generate electricity in fuel cells. Hydrogen can be
produced from natural gas or coal: however, a
more environmentally appealing idea from the
perspective of C02 and other emissions is the pro-
duction of hydrogen from biomass via gasifica-
tion or from the electrolysis of water by using
electricity generated from renewable energy.

Fuel-cycle emissions of C02 and other green-
house gases can be reduced significantly or per-
haps eliminated, depending on the source of
energy used to produce hydrogen. Fuel cell ve-
hicles that use hydrogen have essentially no tail-
pipe emissions apart from water vapor. The
tailpipe emissions from hydrogen ICEVs are
much lower than those from a comparable gaso-
line-powered vehicle. Emissions of CO, hydro-
carbons (HCs), and particulate are essentially
eliminated (traces of these gases may be emitted
from combustion of lubricating oils in the engine).
The only pollutants of concern are nitrogen oxides
(NOx), which are formed, as in all ICES, from ni-
trogen taken from the air during combustion. Hy-
drogen vehicles probably will be able to meet any
NOX standard that a gasoline vehicle can meet. In
principle, an ultralean hydrogen engine could pro-

duce very little NOX, and some recent work by
Daimler-Benz has demonstrated near-zero emis-
sions of NOX in hydrogen-powered test vehicles.

Environmental benefits can also be achieved by
blending hydrogen with other fuels. Dual fuel op-
eration with hydrogen and gasoline or diesel fuel
can substantial] y reduce emissions of all regulated
pollutants. The addition of relatively small
amounts of hydrogen—as little as 5 to 10 percent
by mass--can reduce CO, HC, and NO, emis-

53 By adding5 percent hydrogen to naturalsions.
gas (the blend is called "hythane”), NOx emis-
sions from ICEVs can also be substantially re-
duced. 54

The principal barriers to widespread hydrogen
use include difficult storage requirements, high
production costs, and lack of a distribution infra-
structure.

Hydrogen Storage
Hydrogen has a very low energy density. Typical
volumetric energy densities for hydrogen are 5 to
15 percent that of gasoline when stored in pressur-
ized tanks or metal hydrides.55 Therefore, a hy-
drogen-fueled vehicle requires either large
on-vehicle, high-pressure storage tanks.56 cryo-
genic storage, 57 or storage in another medium. 58

 
Factors at play in the development of hydrogen
storage systems include energy densities in terms
of weight and volume. safety during refueling and

5 ~Ogdcn e( a]., op. cit., footnote I 7.

s~Congrcsslona]  Re~ear~h Service, “Hydrogen as a Fuel.” Mar. ~Z, 1993.

s~H}.(/rlc/ei  are ~Fclal  ma[erlals [hat absorb and hold large quantities of hydrogen. When heated, they rekasc  hydrOgen  ga~.

56 The ~lze of high-pr e~,ure tan~5 may ~> reduced somewhat wi[h the introduction of ad\ anced  lightweight materials. Carbon-fiber-

wrapped, aluminum-1 ined tanks allow storage at 8,0tX)  psi, high enough for energy dcnslties cmnpetitil  e vith other storage nwthods. Carbon
tibcr is currently quite expensive at $50 per pound but is expected to drop in cost.  The craihworthincss  of ~uch  tanki, how ever, has not been full~
deterrnlned.

sTSt[)rage of liquefied hvdrogen would provide  high e]ler~y densities. HoweY er, insulated, craihw Orthy tank~ ~Ould  have to be developed,

as u’el 1 as a spcc i al Infrastructure for handl lng I iqu id hydrogen. A I so, hydrogen I iquefaction i~ an energ>  - intcnii~  e proccis.
.5XA~ tin ~xarnple,  hydrogen can & stored in the f[)rnl of ~tldered  iron Steam from a fuel cell, fOr  example,  COUld be USCd to o~idlle pOW-

dered iron m a tank onboard  the I chicle, releasing hydrogen to be u~ed as fuel. When the entire tank of iron ha~ turned to rust, it is exchanged for
fresh  iron, and oxidized material could be reduced back to iron at a central facility. ThI\ is a potentially inexpensive and compact storage ap-
proach. H-Power Corporation of NCW  Jersey is developing this techrmlogy.
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in case of accidents,59 and cost of materials and
construction. Hydrogen storage requirements
could be eased if vehicle propulsion systems with
high efficiencies were developed. For example, by
one estimate, a hybrid electric vehicle that uses a
small ICE fueled by hydrogen to generate electric-
ity could reduce hydrogen storage requirements
by 50 to 65 percent compared with a pure ICEV.60

The high efficiencies of fuel cell-based vehicles
would further ease hydrogen storage problems
(see discussion below). In the near term, onboard
hydrogen pressure tanks could build on the expe-
rience of compressed natural gas vehicles.

Costs of Hydrogen Fuelel
As shown in table 4-2, the cost of hydrogen pro-
duced from renewable sources varies consider-
ably. On a large scale (for plants producing 50
million standard cubic feet of hydrogen per day),
biomass hydrogen could cost perhaps $8 to
$1 l/GJ to produce (assuming biomass costs of $2
to $4/GJ), with delivered costs of about $14/GJ
(or $1.85/gal gasoline equivalent), making it the
least expensive method of renewable hydrogen
production. 62Renewable electrolytic hydrogen—
hydrogen produced from, e.g., wind- or photovol-
taic-generated electricity-could cost anywhere
from two to four times as much as hydrogen from
biomass ($20 to $60/GJ), depending on advances
in photovoltaic, wind, or other renewable technol-
ogies (see chapter 5). Because of their modular na-
ture, however, electrolytic hydrogen systems
could be employed at a much smaller scale than
biomass gasifiers. On small production scales—
which one would expect at the beginning of a tran-

sition to hydrogen or if environmental constraints
limited the size of any one production area—the
cost advantage of hydrogen from biomass
compared to photovoltaic- or wind-powered elec-
trolysis would likely be reduced.

On a large scale, hydrogen from steam reform-
ing of natural gas could cost $5 to $10/GJ (with
natural gas prices of $2 to $6/GJ) or 65@ to
$1.30/gal gasoline equivalent. On a smaller scale
(0.5 million standard cubic feet/day or 200 GJ/
day), hydrogen from steam reforming could cost
about $11 to $17/GJ ($1 .45 to $2.25/gal gasoline
equivalent). Coal gasification plants would also
exhibit strong scale economies. For large plant
sizes, hydrogen from coal could cost about $10 to
$14/GJ (for coal costing $1.50/GJ) or $1.30 to
$1.85/gal gasoline equivalent. For a given plant
size, the cost to generate hydrogen from biomass
via gasification would probably be somewhat
lower than the cost from coal because biomass can
be gasified more quickly and at lower tempera-
tures than coal, allowing the plant to be smaller
and less capital intensive for a given output.

Developing a Hydrogen Infrastructure
One of the key issues for development of hydro-
gen as a transportation fuel is that no large-scale
hydrogen delivery system exists. This is unlike
the situation for gasoline, electricity, or natural
gas, where widespread distribution systems are al-
ready in place. Moreover, developing an infra-
structure would be more difficult for hydrogen
(which must be transported as a compressed gas,
as a cryogenic liquid, or by pipeline) than for liq-
uid fuels, such as methanol or ethanol, which can

S9Many questions have a]so ken raised about the safety of hydrogen. Although these concerns should not be dismissed, the dangers of

hydrogen use have probably been overstated. With regard to flammability, hydrogen is not much different from other fuels such as gasoline and

methanol. Although hydrogen would leak through mechanical fittings at a higher rate than other fuels, it disperses much more quickly and thus
is less likely to form a flammable mixture. See Joan Ogden and Robert Williams, SoIur Hydrogen.. Mo\’irrg Be}ond  Fossil Fuels (Washington,
DC: World Resources Institute, October 1989).

~OG]enn Rambach, Lawrence Livermore  National Laboratory, personal communication, Jan. 26, 1994.

~lcost  data in this section are drawn from Ogden et a]., Op. Cit.,  footnote 17.

62,4 de]ivered cost of $ I ()/GJ  for hydrogen has a gasoline equivalent price of $ 1.30/gal. Some recent work indicates that hydrogen might be

produced from municipal solid waste for $6 to $8/GJ  or 78@ to $ 1.oWgal  gasoline. J. Ray Smith, Lawrence Livermore  National Laboratory,
personal communication, Apr. 25, 1994.
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be transported and delivered to the consumer by
using systcms similar to that for gasolinc.

The components of a hydrogen energy infra-
structure have already been dc~’eloped. Technolo-
gies for storing. compressing. and transporting
hydrogen are well known and are used in the
chemical industry. The present hydrogen distribu-
tion system in the United States consists of a few
hundred miles of industrial pipeline plus fleets of
trucks delivering liquid hydrogen or compressed
hydrigrn gas. Although about 1 EJ of hydrogen is
produced in the United States per year, most of
this is produced and used onsite for petroleum re-
fining and methanol or ammonia production.
Merchant hydrogen (hydrogen that is distributed)
amounts to only about 0.5 percent of the total hy-
drogen produced and used.

Ultimate] y, the large-scale use of rewable hy-
drogen as a fuel would require the development of
much larger hydrogen transmission and distribu -
tion systems. In the near term, hydrogen is likely
to be produced from natural gas, which is present-
ly the least expensive source. There are several
ways in which the existing natural gas infrastruc-
ture could be used to bring hydrogen to consum-
ers. First, it is possible to produce hydrogen from
steam reforming of natural gas. even on a relative-
ly small scale. Hydrogen for fleet vehicles might
be produced onsite by using small-scale reform-
ers. Alternatively, hydrogen might bc blended at
concentrations up to 15 to 20 percent by volumc
into the existing natural gas system and rcmoved
at the point of use. At greater than 15 to 20 percent
concentrations of hydrogen, changes in the dis-
tribution and retailing systems would be required
because of the differing physical characteristics of
hydrogen compared with natural gas.63

Another option for onsite hydrogen production
is eletrolysis. Here. the electricity distribution
system could bc used to bring offpeak power to
elcctrolyzer equipment. Alternatively, stand-
alone photovoltaic (PV) hydrogen systems could
be used if the costs of PV-generated electricity de-
cline sufficiently (chapter 5). In the longer term, as
the demand for hydrogen fuel increased, central
hydrogen production plants might be built. with a
.
that for natural gas.

| Electricity
Electricity may be one of the principal energy car-
riers for future transportation systems. Electricity
has the important advantages of having an avail -
able supply  infrastructure (except for home charg-
ing stations ) that is adequate now-if recharging

Also, with the exception of some electricity im-
ports from Canada,

65 the  electricity needed to run
a fleet of BPEVs would be produced domestically.

Despite virtuallly zero vehicular emissions,
electric vehiclcs will have air pollution impacts
because of the emissions associated with electric-
ity) production. These impacts will vary from re -

mix varies greatly across the country. California
and the northeastern United States. the two re-

and therefore the most attractive regions for elec-
tric vehicle use. have different fuel r-nixes.
California’s  power is generated mostly from natu -
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ral gas, nuclear, and hydropower, whereas the
Northeast depends more on coal. In comparison to
coal-generated electric power, electricity gener-
ated from natural gas powerplants can reduce
emissions of C02, sulfur oxides, and nitrogen ox-
ides.

Although the cost of electricity ($17/GJ at
6¢/kWh) appears high relative to gasoline ($9/GJ
or $1.18/gal), the actual fuel costs for BPEVs are
likely to be substantially lower than for gasoline
vehicles. This savings is due principally to the ef-
ficiency advantage of electric vehicles. For exam-
ple, a typical BPEV might consume about 0.25
kWh/mile. At 6¢/kWh, the operating fuel cost of
the BPEV is then 1.5¢mile.66 In practice, electric
utilities are expected to offer low, offpeak electric-
ity rates (3¢ to 4¢/kWh) to consumers for night-
time recharging of BPEVs. Thus, a typical BPEV
could have operating fuel costs of less than
1 ~/mile. In comparison, the operating fuel cost for
the two-seater Honda Civic del Sol is 3.7¢/mile.67

The initial purchase cost of BPEVs, however, may
be considerably higher than conventional vehicles

(but may be offset by lower maintenance costs and
longer lifetimes for electric vehicles; see discus-
sion below).

With BPEVs running on renewable electricity,
it would be possible to produce and use energy
with very low emissions of criteria air pollutants
and C02. Electricity can be produced from a vari-
ety of renewable sources such as biomass, wind
energy, solar energy, and hydropower. As dis-
cussed in chapter 5, the cost of producing electric-
ity in a “renewables-intensive utility” in the
post-2010 timeframe may be comparable to that
for a conventional utility (4¢ to 6¢/kWh). The pri-
mary technical issues involved in a transition to-
ward renewable electricity-based transportation
are the development of renewable electricity-gen-
erating technologies, their integration into a util-
ity grid, and the development of BPEVs (see
discussion below) and their recharging systems.

Where and when recharging takes place would
influence the delivered cost of electricity for trans-
portation. It is likely that many electric vehicles
will be recharged at home during offpeak (night-
time) hours. In this case, the type of generating
system used to meet offpeak demand will deter-
mine the cost and types of emissions.

Another option for electric vehicle recharging
is stand-alone solar PV charging that would oper-
ate while a car was parked, for example, at work or
at a commuter station. In this case, some battery
storage may be needed at the PV charging station
for use on cloudy days, which would add to the
cost of PV electricity. The cost of electricity from
stand-alone PV recharging stations would likely
be higher than the cost of residential electricity
from a renewables-intensive utility. Stand-alone
systems might be used in settings where non-grid-
connected daytime recharging is desirable or
home charging is not feasible.

fine Ca]ifomia Air Resources Board  projects that in the year 2000, a typical electric vehicle will consume about 0.24 kWh/mile. The Gen-

eral Motors Impact electric vehicle uses about 0.2 kWmile.  see California Air Resources Board, ‘&Emission Benefits of Electric Vehicles Rela-
tive (o ULEVS,” draft, February 1994.

b7~l~  is based on 34 mi]eS/ga]  (city)  and a price of $ 1.25/gal for gasoline. Venkateswaran and Brogan, Op. cit., f~tnote 3.
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|  Some Nonrenewable Competitors
In the near term, fuels that are derived from nonre-
newable sources could also offer environmental
benefits. Internal combustion engine vehicles that
use reformulated gasoline or compressed natural
gas are likely to be formidable competitors with
renewable-based ethanol, methanol, hydrogen, or
electricity y. This is primarily because reformulated
gasoline and CNG will likely be substantially
lower in cost than renewable fuels for the near to
mid-term.

Reformulated Gasoline
Reformulated gasoline is gasoline that has been
modified to have lower emissions of hydrocar-
bons (to reduce ozone formation), benzene, heavy
metals, and other pollutants. By law, reformulated
gasoline must have a 2-percent oxygen content to
ensure compliance with regional CO standards. It
has the advantage of not requiring engine modifi-
cation or a separate fuel infrastructure. Thus, re-
formulated gasoline can reduce the emissions of
cars already on the road.

Reformulated gasoline was first proposed as an
alternative fuel in the United States in 1989 in re-
sponse to the growing pressure for cleaner burning
fuels, particularly the proposal by President Bush
to require the sale of alternative fuel vehicles in
the nine most polluted U.S. cities.68 Subsequent-
ly, the major oil and automobile companies in the
United States initiated a jointly funded multimil-
lion dollar study to analyze the emission impacts
of various reformulated blends (later expanded to
include methanol and CNG) from current and fu-
ture motor vehicles. Results released to date sug-
gest that gasoline reformulation could provide
modest to fairly significant emission benefits (for
criteria air pollutants only; there would be virtual-

ly no reduction in greenhouse gases) at a cost of
around 15¢/gal more than conventional gaso-
line. 69

Natural Gas
CNG can be burned in internal combustion en-
gines with minor modifications and in diesel en-
gines with more substantial modifications.
Natural gas is a cleaner fuel than gasoline, with
lower emissions of most pollutants. A dedicated
CNG vehicle could have an energy efficiency
about 10 percent greater than a gasoline vehicle
because of its higher octane number. Natural gas
ICEVs have a much shorter driving range or re-
duced trunk space than gasoline-fueled vehicles,
however, because CNG’s volumetric energy
density is much lower than gasoline (about one-
quarter the energy density of gasoline when com-
pressed to the standard pressure of 3,500 psi).

The use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) could in
theory overcome this range limitation. LNG is
natural gas that has been liquefied by cooling it to
-161 “C. The advantage of LNG over CNG is its
energy density—a given volume of LNG provides
about three times the vehicle range between re-
fueling as the same volume of CNG. At least in
the near term, the practical difficulties of main-
taining these low temperatures, along with the
high cost of containers capable of storing LNG,
make LNG less promising as a fuel for light-duty
vehicles. Fleet operators of heavy-duty vehicles
are, however, showing increased interest in LNG.

Another major drawback of CNG as a transport
fuel is the difficulty of transporting. storing, and
delivering it. Because the refueling and storage
systems would be similar, however, CNG vehicles
might provide a bridge toward the eventual use of
hydrogen, a fuel that ultimately could be derived

~~considerab]e interest in a](ema[ive  fuels  had already been expressed by the state of California and industry had begun responding to his

interest with the development of reformulated gasoline.

bgsome  analyses  indicate that  if refo~u]ated  fuels  were used in conjunction with electrically heated catalysts and advanced engine cOntrOl
technologies, CO and NOX might be reduced by as much as 50 percent. The emissions benefits would be much more modest without these
vehicle modifications. See the series of technical reports  produced by the Auto/Oil Air Qua] ity improvement Research Program and published

by the Coordinating Research Council, Atlanta, Georgia, from 1989 to 1993.
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completely from renewable sources. At present,
no analysis has been undertaken to evaluate the
costs and benefits of such a transition from natural
gas to hydrogen.

One current incentive for switching from gaso-
line to natural gas is lower fuel cost, but this incen-
tive is likely to diminish as demand for natural gas
grows. The present retail price of CNG from do-
mestic sources is about $7/GJ (in gasoline equiva-
lent terms, about 91¢/gal without taxes or roughly
comparable to gasoline when taxes are included).
CNG vehicles also may have slightly lower main-
tenance costs than liquid fuel vehicles. The use of
CNG in gasoline vehicles requires the installation
of gas cylinders, high-pressure piping, and ap-
propriate fittings to the engine. To take full advan-
tage of CNG, the compression ratio should also be
raised to about 12 to 1.70 An automobile designed
for CNG would cost about $800 to $1,000 more
than a comparable gasoline-fueled vehicle, due in
large part to the expensive high-pressure fuel stor-
age equipment. This higher upfront cost is com-
pensated partially by lower back-end costs: the
storage systems probably will have a high salvage
value, and the use of natural gas may increase the
life of the engine and hence the resale value of the
vehicle.

Natural gas will reduce HC emissions that con-
tribute to urban smog, although it may increase
N OX emissions somewhat.71 If natural gas ve-
hicles gain greater market penetration, they
should contribute less to greenhouse gases than
vehicles using petroleum- or coal-based transport
fuels (see table 4-1 ). Although natural gas pres-

ents some special handling problems, it is neither
toxic nor corrosive, unlike methanol and gasoline.

EMERGING VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES
Several technological options for improving ve-
hicle energy efficiency and emissions are now be-
ing explored, including advanced ICEV designs
and the use of new fuels in ICEVs, battery-pow-
ered electric vehicles, fuel cell electric vehicles,
and hybrid vehicles (various combinations of the
above).

Each of these propulsion system options could
potentially play a role in bringing about a transi-
tion from the present fossil fuel transportation sys-
tem to one that depends primarily on renewable
energy resources.

| Advanced ICEV Designs
At present, the vast majority of light-duty vehicles
on the road use gasoline-powered internal com-
bustion engines. In recent decades, federally man-
dated fuel efficiency and clean air requirements
have resulted in significant refinements of con-
ventional internal combustion systems.72 Several
additional advances are likely to be introduced in
coming years, including improved vehicle design
and alternative fuels such as reformulated gaso-
line, compressed natural gas, and perhaps ethanol
or methanol.

to
|

Many vehicle characteristics could be modified
improve vehicle energy efficiency :73

a shift to lightweight body materials such as
carbon fiber or other composites;

—
7(JR.  M~reno, Jr., and D. Bailey,  A//erna[j\,e  Transport Fuelsfiom  Natural Gas, World Bank Technical Paper  No. 98, Industry and Energy

Series (Washington, DC: World Bank, 1989), p. 7.

7 ICNG vehicles  can emit ]ess carbon monoxide (perhaps 30 to 50 percent less) than gasoline or methanol vehicles, because CNG mixes

better with air than do liquid fuels, and it does not have to be enriched (as much) for engine startup. The magnitude of CO reduction (and, per-
haps, whether there is any reduction at all) will be determined by NOX control: if the engine has to be run slightly rich to control NO,, there will
be little or no reduction in CO; if it can be run slightly lean, there will be a reduction.

lzslnce  ] 978,  fuel economy  spclfica[lons  have been  dictated principally by federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)  require-

ments. CAFE standards have been met by decreasing vehicle drag and weight, reducing engine size, and introducing fuel injection and other
energy-efficient technologies.

73Thi\  ~ateria] is drawn from and discussed in office  of Technology Assessment, Op. cit., fOOtnOte i 4.
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a reduction in the vehicle aerodynamic drag co-
efficient;
high-pressure, low-rolling-resistance tires;
an advanced super-efficient engine with four or
more valves per cylinder, adjustable valve lift
and timing, and other low-friction or lean-burn
measures; an advanced two-stroke engine; or
advanced diesel;
extensive use of aluminum and other light-
weight materials in the vehicle suspension and
other components (e.g., brake rotors and cali-
pers, sway bars, wheels);
advanced transmissions (e.g., a five- or six-
speed automatic); and
automatic engine turnoff at stops.

General Motors’ new Ultralite prototype dem-
onstrates both the potential and some of the 1imita-
tions associated with a radical redesign of today’s
automobile. The Ultralite weighs 1,400 pounds
(630 kg) despite being comparable in interior vol-
ume to a 3,000-pound (1,360-kg) Chevrolet Cor-
sica; is powered by a 1.5-liter, three-cylinder,
two-stroke engine that weighs 173 pounds (78 kg)
yet generates 111 horsepower at 5,000 revolutions
per minute (rpm); has a drag coefficient of only
0.19; and rolls on high-pressure, low-resistance
tires that need no spare because they are self-seal-
ing. Although its fuel economy at 50 mph (80 km
per hour) is 100 mpg (42 km/liter), the Ultralite’s
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel
economy rating is only 56 mpg (24 km/liter), or
about 48 mpg (20 km/liter) when adjusted for on-
road conditions.

74 Given the sports-car-like per-

formance characteristics of the vehicle (zero to 60
mph in 7.8 seconds), this fuel efficiency is quite
exceptional. Regardless, vehicle size and perfor-
mance generally require tradeoffs with efficiency.

Vehicle energy efficiency might also be
constrained by existing or new emissions and
safety requirements. The need to meet certain
emissions levels could affect engine performance
specifications, while safety standards affect a
number of design parameters including choice of
materials. 75 If tractive loads (e.g., vehicle mass,

aerodynamic drag, tire rolling resistance) can be
safely reduced. however, engine power require-
ments will decline, potentially leading to a corre-
sponding decrease in engine emissions. In this
sense, there is a technical synergy between energy
efficiency and emissions objectives.

To meet the new emissions standards of the
amended Clean Air Act (see table 4-3), vehicles in
the year 2000 will likely require onboard refueling
controls, improved fuel metering and ignition, a
larger or additional catalytic converter with elec-
tric heating to reduce cold-start emissions, and a
larger evaporative-emissions canister. If the strict-
er “’Tier 2“ standards are imposed by EPA, the cost
of vehicle modifications may range from $200
(California Air Resources Board estimate) to
$600 (Sierra Research Institute estimate) up to
$1,000 (estimate of automobile manufacturers)
per vehicle.76

To meet the ultra-low emissions vehicle
(ULEV) standards established by the California
Air Resources Board, gasoline vehicles may have
to use dual oxygen sensors, adaptive transient
control, sequential fuel injection. improved fuel
preparation, improved washcoats on catalytic
converters, more catalyst material (mainly palla-
dium), double-wall exhaust pipes, air injection,
and either electrically heated catalysts or close-
coupled catalysts. These additions and modifica-
tions could increase vehicle cost beyond what
would be required to meet federal standards.77

7~General  Motors Co., brochure, n.d.

TsThe safe{)  imp]lcatlons of Vehic]es that  use advanced lightweight materia!s have not yet been  fuli} explored.

76~e ~os[ of meeting federa]  Tier I stmdards could range from $150 to $275 per \ehic]c.  See sle~a  Research, Inc. and Charles River

Associates, ‘Ll%e Cost-Effectiveness of Further Regulating Mobile Source Emissions.” Report No. SR94-02-04,  Feb. 28, 1994.

77~e Cal  ifomla Air Resources  Board  ~StlmateS  that  the cost  of meeting  ULEV  requirements  w~u]d  be about  $200 per vehicle (abOVe and

beyond the cost of meeting federal Tier I requirements). Sierra Research estimates that the cost could exceed $1.300. Ibid.
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Emissions standard

Federal Federal
Federal CAAA, CAAA, CARB CARB CARB

1993 Tier 1 Tier 2 TLEV LEV ULEV
Pollutant standard 1994 MY (if needed) 1994 MY 1997 MY 1997 MY

No SR94-02-04 (Sacramento CA February 1994)

The effectiveness of proposed emissions con-
trol equipment for gasoline ICEVs is still not well
known. It is not clear how far gasoline ICEV
technology can be pushed to reduce emissions. In
lowering emissions to meet future standards,
however, ICEVs will likely become somewhat
more complex and costly.

| Alternative Fuels in ICEVs:
A Comparative Analysis

Conventional and advanced ICEV designs can
take advantage of a number of different alternative
fuels, such as reformulated gasoline, compressed
natural gas, ethanol, methanol, and hydrogen.
Ethanol, methanol, and natural gas vehicles are
commercially available today, although in limited
quantities. Demonstration hydrogen ICEVs have
been built by Daimler-Benz, BMW, and Mazda
and have been tested in small fleets.

Although it is difficult to project costs for
technologies and fuels that have not reached large-
scale production, it is nonetheless instructive to
estimate these costs. The findings of one such

analysis are presented here. This analysis
compares the operating costs of different alterna-
tive fuels that are used in ICEVS.78

The reference gasoline vehicle is a year-2000
version of the 1990 Ford Taurus (26 mpg). The
other vehicles are “built” hypothetically from this
baseline vehicle. The travel range of these ICEVs
varies from a high of about 600 km (370 miles) for
the gasoline vehicle to 320 km (200 miles) for the
compressed hydrogen gas vehicle. The volumet-
ric energy density of methanol is roughly half that
of gasoline but can be partially compensated by a
larger fuel storage volume and the greater fuel
economy (through higher compression ratio)
achievable with methanol. The net result is a
20-percent lower range (485 km, 300 miles) for
the methanol vehicle relative to gasoline. The
range for the ethanol vehicle (565 km, 350 miles)
is greater than for methanol because ethanol has
an energy density about 25 percent greater than
methanol. The CNG range is assumed to be less
than that of the methanol vehicle because CNG at
3,000 psi has roughly half the energy density of
methanol.

78~e  reader should not view this analysis as EMI  a{temp{ at a definitive cost projcc(ion, but rather as a scenario analysis—an  “if-then” Statc-

ment.  The analysis was performed by and detailed in Odgen et al., op. cit., footnote 17.
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Item

1 18 185 152 0.96 3 6 3 1.54 1 79

18,000 17900 17,900 19,500 20,200 24,200 24550

396 392 392 370 392 392 392

21 2 2 3 2 1 4 2 0 5 2 6 3 244 2 4 6

n.a. 204 1 64 1 26 3 6 9 291 2 9 7

aTh e cost estl mates for the gasol I ne ICEV are detal led I n M A De Luchl Hydrogen Fue/ Cell  Vehlc/es UC D- ITS-RR-92- 14 (Davls CA I nstlfute of Trans-

portation Stales Umverslfy of Cal forr a al Daws September 1992) The cost estimates for the alfernallve-fuel ICEVS are based prlmarlly or data

sunmarlzed  m D A Sperlng  and M A De Luchl A/fernafjve Transpoflaf~on  Fue/s  arrdA/r Po//utlon, report to the OECD Envlronmen! Dlrectorafe (Pars
Frarlce Orgamzatlorl  for Economic Coopera!lon and Development March 1991)

~Dol Iars  per gasollne-equivalent gallon IS calcu Iated as the price of the fuel to the motorst (dollars per mllllon Bt~), excluding federal State and local

taxes (31 @ gal n the Unfed  States) mlJltlpl led by O 125 rnllhor, Btu gal of gasot.ne Note that this gasollne equivalence IS defned  in terms of energy
dellvered 10 the veh lcle and hence does Pot account for the efflc ercy  with which the veh.c!e uses that energy The estimate of the cost of gasollne
assumes a world 011 price (post 2000 Lmeframe) of $2640, per barrel and reformulated gaso~lne of 15c gal  more than conventional gasollne
c I ncl ud I ng sales tax dealer costs and sh I ppng  costs

ulncludes federal state and ‘ocal taxes of O 78c km fOr all veh lcles

‘The retal I pr Ice of gasol I ne ( I ncl ud I ng fecfera I and state taxes I n the U n Ited States) at which the 1 Ife-cycie consumer cost per kl Iometer of the alferna-

t we fuel vehicle would equal that of tte gasollne vehicle

KEY EtOH e[haoo’ MeOH methanol n a rot applicable

SOURCE Joar  M Odger  et al A Techmcal  and Economic Assessment of Renewable Transpor[aton Fuels and Technologies “ report prepared for

the Off Ice of Technology Assessnert  May 1994

The lifetimes for all vehicles are assumed to bc
the same, except for the CNG vehicle. A CNG ve-
hicle’s lifetime is assumed to be slightly longer
than that of a gasoline vehicle because some evi-
dence suggests that CNG might cause less engine

79 The weights of liqfuid- -

wear than gasoline.
fueled vchicles (gasolinc. methanol, ethanol, and
liquid H2) are all comparable—about 1,400 kg
(3,000 pounds). The gas-fueled vehicles (CNG
and compressed H2 ) arc somewhat heavier be-
cause of the weight of compressed gas cylinders.
The drag coefficients arc assumed to be the same
for all vehicles except the hydrogen-fueled sys-
tem. The very low energy storage density of the

—

latter demands a more streamlined design in order
to achieve a reasonably acceptable driving range,
Because their engines would have higher com-
pression ratios, the fuel efficiencies of the metha-
nol, ethanol, CNG, and hydrogen vehicles would
be higher than that of the gasoline vehicle (about 7
percent higher for CNG and 15 percent higher for
methanol, ethanol, and hydrogen).

Table 4-4 shows the projected retail vehicle
price, fuel price, and total life-cycle costs per kilo-
meter for the ICEV-fuel combinations considered
here. The retail fuel prices correspond to those
shown in table 4-2. The ethanol, methanol. and
hydrogen fuel costs assume production from bio-
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mass, although it is unlikely that large quantities
of fuel from biomass will be available before2010
under current policy. The full retail prices of all
liquid-fueled ICEVs are comparable. The CNG
vehicle cost is about $1,500 higher. The hydrogen
ICEV (compressed gas or hydride storage) is
about $6,000 higher. The hydrogen and CNG ve-
hicles are more costly principally because of the
relatively expensive storage equipment involved.

Ownership and operating costs can be com-
bined and expressed as a total cost per kilometer
over the life of a vehicle by amortizing the initial
cost at an appropriate interest rate, adjusting for
salvage values and vehicle life, and adding period-
ic costs such as maintenance, fuel, insurance, and
registration. Table 4-4 projects this total levelized
life-cycle cost per kilometer of travel for each fuel
category. (Externality costs, such as the costs of
emissions, are not included in this analysis.) The
baseline gasoline vehicle costs 21 ¢/km. Among
ICEVs, the CNG vehicle has a slightly lower cost,
whereas ethanol and methanol have slightly high-
er costs. The hydrogen ICEV would be the most
expensive, at 17 to 25 percent higher than the gas-
oline ICEV.

In addition, table 4-4 provides life-cycle costs
in terms of the break-even gasoline price. This is
the retail price of gasoline (including taxes) at
which the life-cycle cost per kilometer for the
gasoline ICEV would be the same as that for the
alternative vehicle under consideration. The
break-even price ranges from $1 .30/gal
($9.86/GJ) for the CNG vehicle to about $2/gal

($15/GJ) for the methanol vehicle and nearly
$3/gal ($23/GJ) for the compressed H2 vehicle.

Again, many of the important cost parameters
are very uncertain, particularly the costs of deliv-
ered fuel from biomass (or fossil fuels), some fuel
storage technologies (e.g., hydrogen storage), and
some vehicle technologies. A sensitivity analysis
of the basic assumptions use’d in these calculations
indicates that if one of several important cost pa-
rameters is overly optimistic, the life-cycle cost
and break-even gasoline price could increase sub-
stantially. 80

| Battery-Powered Electric Vehicles
Interest in electric vehicles has surged and ebbed
several times during this century. In the past few
years, there has been increasing awareness of the
potential for advanced BPEVs to provide sub-
stantial air quality and petroleum conservation
benefits. A cost-effective, high-performance bat-
tery-powered electric vehicle, recharged quickly
by solar or biomass-derived power, would be an
attractive transportation option.

At present, however, no existing battery
technology would allow a pure BPEV to be com-
petitive with petroleum-based vehicles. The ener-
gy densities of all battery systems available even
in prototype form today are on the order of 100
times lower than those of gasoline.81 This means
that a given amount of gasoline contains enough
energy to propel a car much further than the same
weight or volume of batteries. The greater effi-

~~odgen et a]., op. cit., footnote 17.

~ l~e energy  density of ~aso]lne  is sw limes greater than that of a lead-acid battery system per unit of weight and 120 times greater per unit

of volume (energy density for gasoline= 12,000 Wh/kg;  and for lead-acid batteries 35 Wh/kg).  For an electric vehicle (EV) powered by lead-acid
batteries to have a 300-mile (480 km) range (assuming the EV uses 0.24 kWMnlile), more than 4,500 pounds (2,000 kg) of lead-acid batteries
would be required. If the projected energy densities of some advanced batteries can actually be achieved, however, this weight figure could be
reduced by a factor of three or four (e.g., lithium polymer battery). It should also be noted that specific energy (wau-hours per kilogram) (ends to
have an inverse relationship to specific power (power density determines top speed and acceleration). Thus, it is not now possible to maximize a
battery’s energy and its power simultaneously, a limitation that may require an EV (o have two power sources to achieve acceptable range and
acceleration (e.g., either two batteries or a battery and an ultracapacitor). See ‘The Great Battery Barrier,” IEEE Spectrum, November 1992, pp.
97- 10 I .
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ciency of an electric drivetrain compared with an
ICE drivetrain compensates only partially for this
energy density disparity82 (see figure 4-3).

Batteries are also expensive, and thus battery
characteristics are the principal determinants of
both the initial and the life-cycle operating costs
(total cost per mile) of BPEVs. These costs maybe
offset somewhat by the relatively high efficiency
of electric drivetrains. In addition, some analyses
of BPEVs assume that the use of an electric drive-
train will result in lower maintenance costs and
longer vehicle life.83 If true, BPEV life-cycle
costs would decrease further, perhaps allowing
them to become economically competitive with
ICEVS.84 There is, however, much uncertainty re-
garding these assumptions. For example, because
of battery life limitations, particularly in frequent-
ly cycled systems, electric vehicle maintenance
and battery replacement costs may turn out to be
higher than currently assumed.

Mass production may bring down battery costs,
but many of the more advanced batteries under de-

velopment incorporate expensive materials, as
well as sophisticated engineering techniques in
their construction. Lead-acid batteries for the ex-
perimental electric vehicle that General Motors
expects to produce are likely to cost at least $2,000
and last for 15,000 miles (24,000 km), probably
less that two years.

85 This would mean spending

more than $12,000 on batteries over a
100,000-mile ( 160,000-km) vehicle life. The
nickel-iron battery packs for the Chrysler electric
minivan (the TEVan) cost more than $6,000 but
are projected to last up to 75,000 miles (120.000
km).86 The nickel-metal hydride battery under de-
velopment by Ovonic Battery is projected to cost
$5,000, with a life of more than 100.000 miles
(160,000 km).87

The principal R&D challenge for BPEVs is to
develop a battery that has high energy density for
range, high power density for acceleration perfor-
mance, reasonable longevity, and low cost88 and
is quickly rechargeable,89 safe, and readily recy -

~zo[her advances such a~ regenerative braking (electric motors on the wheels are used  [O reco~ m braking energy) wiIl further inlprove

electric drivetrain  efficiency. It should be pointed out, though, that the actual in-use efficiency of electric dri~ etrains has wme areai of uncertaim
ty. Thus far, there has been little real-world testing. The greatest uncertainty is battery cycle efficiency, which could  vary anywhere from 60 to 90
percent. “Smart” charging could help ensure high battery efficiencies. See “’Batteries Charged Quickly, Electric Truck Set\ Record,” Ne\\ }l~rk
Times, Feb. 16, 1994, p. D2.

Xjsee,  e.g.,  M. De]ucchi, Institute of Transportation Studies, University of Califomia-Dav Is, “Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Vehicle\.” Sept. 1, 1992.

~dBecause  of [he energy  dens](y ]imitation~  of current battery technology, however, BPEV\ w OUld  probably not be c’omp@  itl~ e in terms of

range; they could have acceleration characteristics comparable to ICEVS.

~SA recen[]y  ~nounced  improved lead-acid battery design could greatly extend batter)  life. E]ectrmource,  ]IIC. h~~  dc$ CIOPCXi  a lead-acid

battery that uses a “woven lead mesh” instead of heavy lead plates. A lead wire grid is wrapped around a fiberglas~  core.  This construction
apparently enable~  the battery to withstand more charge-d if charge cycle~.  Electrosource  bclieve~  thar the battery might be able to Iti\t about
80,000 miles ( 130,000 km), but this has not been demonswated. The battery is currently being tested by Argonne Nationul  I.abomtory.  See
“Producing the Near-Term EV Battery,” EPRI Journal, April/May 1994, pp. 6-13.

gbchgs]er  Corp., brochure, May 1992.

87~e Potentlal]y long owra[ln~ ]1 fe of the nlcke]-me[al hydrl~e battery has not yet been demonstrated. Venhatesw  aran and Brogan,  op. ~it.,

footnote 3.

~~~e  mid-term cost  ~oa] of the Department Of Ener-~Y-u.s.  Advanced Battery Consortium R&D program is S 150 kwh. Thi\ impiiw ~ cost

of $6,000 for a 40-kWh battery pack for a typical electric vehicle. Achievement of these cost goal~ can be \ al idated  on]) in pilot production,
which is still several year~  awa).  Ibid.

WA “quick” recharge  ~Y ~tenl (e,g., Is nllnu(es) could be quite costly  because of the requirement for a high  Cncrg) input in ~ ~h~rt Period of.
time. One recently announced quick recharge syitem requires about 440 volts and 160 amperes. which  i~ currently not aV allahle to home~ or
marry businesses. Such a recharge requirement raises a number of peak capacity and infrastructure i~~ucs. Scc Roberta N icholi, ‘The United
States Advanced Battery Consortium: Making Longer Life Batteries Affordable. “ in Proceed/rigs  o~lhe Inrcrna[lonul  Conj>rcncc  on the 1 frhurr
Elecrrlc Vehicle (Stockholm, Sweden: Organization for Fxmomic Cooperation and Development, May 1992), pp. 347-3S4.
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SOURCE U S Advanced Battery Consortium

clable. No battery yet exists that meets all these
criteria. As a consequence, the federal govern-
ment is leading a public-private sector consortium
to address fundamental battery technology barri-
ers. Table 4-5 lists the technical objectives of the
Department of Energy -U.S. Advanced Battery
Consortium.

Motors and control systems have improved
greatly in recent years with advances in materials
technology and power electronics,90 so that the
energy efficiencies of many electric drivetrain
components are well over 90 percent. Total effi-
ciency is much less, however, when components
must be used together. Therefore an R&D pro-
gram must include components and systems in-
tegration.

As discussed earlier, electric vehicles have es-
sent i ally no direct emissions and therefore may al-
leviate urban air quality problems. Widespread
use of BPEVs could greatly reduce CO and hydro-
carbon emissions in particular. The overall con-
tribution to pollution depends on the nature of the
electricity generation process. Electricity gener-
ated from a coal-fired powerplant will contribute
significantly to local and global pollution.91 If ve-
hicles were powered by electricity from renew-
able energy sources, however. both C02 and
criteria pollutant air emissions could be largely
eliminated. In any case, electric vehicles may con-
tribute less to urban air pollution since power-
plants are frequently located outside urban areas.

‘)OFor example, advance~  in microelectronic htive  re~ulted  in 1OW-COS[, lightweight direct current (de) (o alternating current (ac) inverters,
which make it attracti~  e to u~e ac (or bruihless  dc) rather than conventional dc motors. With the improved inverters  the entire ac system is

cheaper, more compact, more reliable, easier to maintain, more efficient, and more adaptable to regenerative braking than the dc systems used in
virtually all BPEVS (o date, Ogden et al., op. cit., footnote 17.

911t should also be poin(ed out that upstream emissions associated with gasoline refining can be considerable. For example, emissions of
VOCS as~ociated  with ga~oline  production are much greater than those associated with electricity production for EVS. See M.A. Delucchi,

“Emissions from the Production, Storage, and Transport of Crude Oil and Gasoline,” Journu/  of  the A/r and Wusre  Munugcmenr Association,
Y 01.43, 1993, pp. 1486- 1495: and Q. Wang et al.. “Emission~  Impacts of Electric Vehicles,” J<jurnul qf the Air und Bkl ~fe ~l~lnugcnlcnt  A,~ \(Miu-
IIorz, VO]. ~, ] 990, pp. ] 275-] 284.
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Battery-powered electric vehicles may pose an
environmental hazard unique among the alterna-
tive fuels. The batteries required by electric ve-
hicles typically have short lifetimes and may
present a disposal problem. The battery technolo-
gies under development also require special dis-
posal procedures for production wastes as well as
for spent batteries. Battery recycling and disposal
issues have been incorporated into the program
objectives of the U.S. Advanced Battery Consor-
tium.

| Fuel Cell Vehicles
Among the many propulsion systems in existence
or under development, fuel cell-powered vehicles
could perhaps take the most advantage of’ a well -
developed renewable fuel supply. Spurred in part
by the emerging market for zero-emission ve-
hicles, and partly by recent advances in fuel cell
technology, fuel ceil-powered vehicles have been
the subject of growing at tent ion. Fuel cell vehicles
are of particular interest because they could poten-
tially combine the best attributes of BPEVs—zero
or near-zero vehicle emissions, high efficiency,
quiet operation, and long life—with the long
range and fast refueling time of ICEVs.

Like batteries, fuel cells arc electrochemical
devices. In a battery, the electricity-producing
reactants are regenerated during recharging: in a
fuel cell, the reactants are supplied continuously
from an external source (e.g., a hydrogen storage

tank plus air). Fuel cells convert the chemical en-
ergy in a fuel (e.g., hydrogen or a hydrogen carrier
such as methanol) and oxidant (usually oxygen in
air) directly into electrical energy. Since fuel cells
produce electricity without combustion, higher
energy efficiencies are possible, and air pollution
is virtually eliminated.

The efficiency of a fuel cell (electrical output
divided by fuel input) can be higher than that of
heat engines. Practical efficiencies of 40 to 60 per-
cent are possible for fuel cells, which is consider-
ably higher than an internal combustion engine in
the sizes appropriate for vehicles (the typical gas-
oline engine achieves peak efficiencies of about
30 percent). When integrated into vehicle sys-
tems. the efficiency differential between fuel cells
and ICES will change somewhat depending on the
type of vehicle technology employed.

For example, if an ICE is used in a hybrid con-
figuration with a battery and an electric drive train,
the intrinsic efficiency gap between fuel cells and
engines may be reduced by about half.92 Fuel cell
vehicles could, however, have 2 to 3 times the
overall energy efficiency of conventional gaso-
line-powered ICEVs for a typical urban driving
cycle. 93 The efficiency of an ICEV over the EPA
urban driving cycle ranges from 12 to 15 per-
cent .94 FCVs should be capable of achieving over-
all systems efficiencies of 30 to 40 percent.95

Several types of fuel cells are now under de-
velopment. These include the proton-exchange

—
92 See J. RtiY Smith, ‘The Hydrogen Hybrid Opt Ion,’”  paper prewnted at the Workjhop  on Advanced Component\ for Electric and Hybrid

Electric Vehicle\, Gaitheriburg, MD, Oct. 27-28,  1993.

9~In contrast to an ICE, the fuel cell sy~tem  has higher efficiency at the lower cnd of it~ load range.  ‘rhi~ i~ pw-ticularly  fti~or-tible for urban
driving conditions. Sornc estimatc~ indicate that the per-mile energy usti.ge of pussenger  fuel cell  vehiclm  (FCV\) would be about half that of
comparable conventional vehicles. Variable \ al} e :md cyl inder  deactivation technolog ies now under  dm clopment by some  manufacturers may
reduce low power ineffrclencics in conventional IL’EV\ and narmv this  FCV xi~ anta.ge.  For FCV performance and co~t projections, sce All iwm
Gas Turbine Division, op. cit., footnote 20.

‘%)mc  estimate  thut [his 12 to 15 percent rwr.ge  could  be puihcd to more  than 20 pcrc’cnt  with the uw of m optlmizcd dri~etrtiin, which
would not be prohibitively expensi\  e. John DeCIcc(l,  Amcncun [’ounc  it for an Energy-Efiicicnt Economy, personal communication, June 16,
1994,  On [he highW ~~, wher~ :m ~ngine  c;in o~r~te  at cons[:ln[ spctxl,  :~ 2~-percent  energy efficiency  C:in be achieved. smith, Op. c’it.,  fOOtllOte

92.
95 The 30 to W percent figure  assumes a fuel cell  efficiency of 45 to 50 percent, a fuel reforrnmg efficiency of 80 to 90 ~>rcen[ (for the

conversion of methanol to hydrogen), and an efficiency of N) to 90 percent for the controller und electric motor. Rcgencrati\ c braking is not

assumed here.
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membrane cell (PEM), the phosphoric acid cell,
the alkaline cell, and the solid oxide cell. Among
these options, many researchers believe that PEM
fuel cells are the best suited for use in highway ve-
hicles in the mid-term. Compared with other types
of fuel cells, PEM cells are relatively light and
compact and have the advantages of high power
density, quick startup time, low operating temper-
ature (80° to 100oC or 176° to 212°F) and po-
tentially greater longevity. Phosphoric acid cell
technology is perhaps the most mature, but it is
too bulky for light-duty vehicle use.96 Alkaline
fuel cells perform comparably to PEM cells and
have lower material costs, but they have extreme-
ly long startup times (up to 2 hours) and require a
C02-free air supply to prevent poisoning of the
cell electrolyte. Solid oxide cells potentially offer
the greatest power densities but operate at very
high temperature (800° to 1,OOO°C or 1,500° to
1,800°F), require extremely sophisticated fabrica-
tion techniques, and are far from commercializa-
tion. Thus, most light-duty vehicle demonstration
programs today are planning to use PEM fuel
cells.

In a PEM fuel cell, hydrogen is delivered to the
anode and oxygen (or air) to the cathode. The
anode and cathode are separated by a thin polymer
membrane that conducts protons (hydrogen ions)
but not electrons.97 At the cathode, hydrogen sep-
arates into hydrogen ions and electrons in the pres-
ence of a platinum catalyst.98 The electrons move

through an external circuit, driving the motor. Hy-
drogen ions are conducted through the membrane,
where they combine with the returning electrons
and oxygen to form water, which is removed from
the cell. Overall, the fuel cell combines hydrogen
and oxygen to produce electricity y, heat, and water.

In addition to the engineering of the cell itself,
an important challenge to designers of fuel cell
propulsion systems is the means of storing the hy-
drogen fuel. As discussed earlier, hydrogen could
be stored directly onboard the vehicle in high-
-pressure tanks, released in reaction with sponge
iron, or produced onboard via reforming of a
hydrogen carrier such as methanol, ethanol, or
methane. Although onboard reforming adds com-
plexity and weight to a fuel cell propulsion sys-
tem, it probably represents the most viable fueling
option since it allows the greatest vehicle range.

Methanol is perhaps the easiest to reform
onboard the vehicle, because relatively modest
temperatures are needed (300°C (570° F) or
less) .99 Reforming of ethanol requires tempera-
tures around 500°C (900°F) and some analysts
suggest that will be a major disadvantage. It is not
clear, however, whether an ethanol-fueled system
would be prohibitively more complex than a
methanol-fueled system.

100 Because the energy

density of ethanol is about 25 percent higher than
that of methanol (allowing greater vehicle range)
and because ethanol is less corrosive and toxic, the

90’I%C  phoiphor-ic  acid fuel cell is considered a near-term option for heavy-duty vehicles. A phosphoric acid cell is currently being u~ed  in

the Department of Energy’~ fuel cell bus demonstration program.

‘)7A sing Ie membrane-electrode sandwich is about four-hundredths of an inch thick. A fuel cell stack is assembled by placing one mem-

brane-electrode wmdwich  on top of another.

‘)x Becau\e (bc platinum catalyst is poisoned by CO, hydrogen for PEM fuel cells must contain no more than a few parts per million of CO.

Thi\ im~vx stringent cleanup standards on hydrogen produced via natural gas reforming.

‘){) Rewarchers  are also mves(igatirrg  the direct use of methanol in fuel cells (i.e.,  introduction of methanol fuel directly to the fuel cell anode).
ThI\ would eliminate the need for an onboard reformer and could substantially reduce system complexity and cost. The technical challenges
fticing direct methanol fuel cells appear, however, to be significantly greater than those for hydrogen fuel cells. Michael Krumpel[, Argonne
National Laboratory, pwsonal communication, January 1994.

I f~JBoth  rnc[h~nOl  and  e[hanol  are  reformed a[ temperatures well above the operating temperature of the PEM cell.  In either case. the refor-

rnate mu~t  be cooled and treated to remove CO. Thus the higher temperature of the ethanol reformer may not add much to the complexity and
cost of the system. Romesh Kumar,  Electrochemical Technology Program, Argonne National Laborator~, personal communication, Jan. 31,
1994.
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Energy Partners of West Palm Beach, Florida, IS developing a
prototype PEM fuel cell vehicle dubbed the “Green Car” The
prototype IS fueled by compressed hydrogen

reforming of ethanol for fuel cell vehicles is cur-
rently the subject of an R&D program funded by
the Department of Energy (DOE). Methane re-
forming requires temperatures around 800oC
(1 ,500°F). In the future, if solid oxide fuel cells
are developed for transportation. methane or etha-
nol could be readily used because of the high op-
erating temperature of the cells (800° to 1,000oC
or 1 ,500° to 1 ,800” F).

A number of experimental PEM fuel cell ve-
hicles are now under development. 101’ The fuel
cell vehicle is an electric drive vehicle that uses a
fuel cell system in place of (or, in some designs, in
parallel with) a rechargeable storage battery (see
figure 4-4). The fuel cell system consists of a fuel
cell stack, which produces the electricity; an air

compressor to provide pressurized air to the fuel
cell; a cooling system to maintain the proper oper-
ating temperature; and a water management sys-
tem to keep the PEM membrane saturated and
remove water as it is created at the cathode. If the
fuel is stored as methanol or ethanol, a reformer is
needed on the vehicle to convert the fuel to hydro-
gen.

In theory, all the power demands in an FCV can
be provided by a fuel cell alone. The most practi-
cal implementation of fuel cells in vehicles, how-
ever, might involve designing a fuel cell to meet
the “baseload” power requirement and using a
peak power device to meet demands for quick ac-
celeration. The peak power device could be a stor-
age battery, an ultracapacitor, 102 or a flywheel. 103

Such a design approach could be quite important
since methanol reformers cannot follow rapid
load changes (unlike a fuel processor, batteries or
ultracapacitors can more readily follow the load
profile). Such a storage device could provide ini-
tial power during the fuel cell system warmup and
also allow energy to be recovered from regenera-
tive braking. Since most vehicles spend the vast
majority of the drive cycle at low load where the
fuel cell alone would be adequate, the peak power
device could have a low storage capacity coupled
with a high power density.

The overall environmental impact of a fuel cell
vehicle will depend on the means of production
and delivery of the hydrogen or hydrogen carrier

10 I DOE is now o~>ra[lng  ~ denlons[ra[l[)rl  fuel cc]] bus with onboard  methanol refomling.  DOE is also involved in a joint project with Gen-

eral Motors and  other industrial ptirmers  to demonstrate a PEM fuel cell automobile (with onboard  methanol reforming) by the turn of the centu-
ry. Daimler-Benz recently unveiled a prototype PEM fuel cell van  using high-pressure hydrogen storage. Energy Ptirtners  in Florida has recently
unveiled its prototype “Green Car, ” a hydrogen-powered PEM  fuel cell automobile. Mazda and Seimens  are also developing PEM fuel cell
vehicles. However, commercial production of these prototypes is still many years away.

[()~capaci[ors  store electric charge on nlelal ~urface~ separated by thin layers of insulator. Recent developments in nlalerials  technology,

including the creation of aerogels—very  I ight porous solids—allow’  the creation of substances wi[h very large surface area compared with their
volume, which makes them suitable for the construction of capacitors capable of storing and quickly delivering particularly large amounts of

charge. Such devices are called ultracapaci[ors.

l(l~F]yW,hee]s  are in e~sence  “e]e~[romechanicf  i]” batterie~.  A rapidly spinning rotor is used 10 store energyf,  which is then tapped electro-

magnetically. me  Principle of storing energy in a rota[ln: wheel is an old one—potters use it, and many combustion motors employ a flywheel

to smooth out fluctuations in their output-but new technology allows rotution speeds far greater than that possible with conventional steel-

rimmed wheels. Modem flywheel rotors u~e adk ;inced compo~ite  materials that are light and strong, and have very high energy  densities be-
cause they spin so fast (up to 2,000 revolutions a second). See Michael Riezenman, “A Different Spin on an EV Battery,” IEEE  Specfrum, No-
vember 1992, p. I(X).
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used. Just as BPEVs can offer significant environ-
mental benefits if they are recharged by using re-
newably generated electricity, FCVs could have
very low overall emissions if hydrogen or hydro-
gen fuel carriers were derived from renewable
sources. If FCVs were to use hydrogen. methanol,
or ethanol made from biomass, C02 emissions
could be reduced by more than 90 percent
compared with a gasoline ICEV (see table 4-1). It
should be noted that fuel reforming does produce
C02, but if renewably grown biomass is the fuel
source, the global carbon budget would not be af-
fected. The use of hydrogen produced from elec-
trolysis of water using solar-generated electricity
would virtually eliminate C02 emissions for the
entire fuel cycle.

Despite their promise, large-scale commercial
production of fuel cell vehicles is still many years

104 Many key v e h i c l eor even decades away.
technologies are still in the developmental phase.
Although some advances have been made in the
area of PEM fuel cell performance, much progress
is required before a complete fuel cell system can
be packaged for an automobile. The integration of
different system components will be a formidable
engineering undertaking. For example, if an on-
board reformer is used, sophisticated thermal con-
trol equipment is required. The long-term
reliability of the essential components of a fuel
cell system has not yet been demonstrated in an
automotive environment or over a typical automo-
tive duty cycle. 105

The costs of PEM fuel cell components must be
reduced, in some cases, by orders of magnitude.
Although fuel cell costs will likely decrease as

I ~J~~e  pEM fue] CeII Pro[ot}F”  ~chlc]e  being deveIo~d  ~ointl~ by DOE ,and General Motors (Allison Gas Turbine) will not bc c{)jJIPleted

until 1999  or 20(X).  EY en if the prott)yping  effort i$ $uccessful,  it will take years of engineering refinement before mass  production can begin.

lf~s$jee phi]ip J. Hale},  Chief project Engineer, Vehicular Engines, Allison Gas Turbine Engine Division, Iestimon)  at hearin~$  before the

House Committee on Science. Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy, July 20, 1993.
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Development of proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells

1,

2,

3.

4,

5.

6

Reducing the cost and iImproving the performance of the polymer membrane without compromising

its mechanical properties or making it more sensitive to impurlhes in the gas streams. At present, the

cost of the membrane IS the single largest contributor to the cost of the PEM fuel cell. Current costs

for the membranes are about $1 ,000/kg, largely because these materials are custom manufactured

in small quantities, Membrane costs need to be brought down to around $1 O/kg,

Mass producing large-area fuel cell stacks with low platinum catalyst loadings, Platinum require-

ments have been greatly reduced (by fortyfold) in small-area laboratory fuel cells These advances

need to be achieved for large-area fuel cell stacks as well

Finding a simple and effective way to keep the membrane moist, while still removing product water

at the cathode

Developing a membrane that withstands temperatures of 150°C (300° F), This would allow methanol

to be oxidized directly, thus obviating the need for a platinum catalyst.

Reducing the size and energy consumption of the air compression system

Reducting the weight, bulk, and cost of the fuel cell stack components and assembly

Development of low-cost, compact, simple, and reliable fuel cell system auxiliaries.

Development of electric drivetrains designed for long-range, high-efficiency, high-power, and rapid tran-

sient operation.

Development of control systems for fuel cell vehicles, which can coordinate the use of fuel cell and

peak power devices.

Development of batteries or other peak power devices suitable for use in fuel cell vehicles, The charac-

teristics required differ from those for battery-only powered electric vehicles.

For hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, development of Iightweight, low-cost, high-pressure compressed gas

cylinders for onboard hydrogen storage.

For methanol fuel cell vehicles, the development of onboard reformers with rapid response time, Metha-

nol reformers today have long warmup times and cannot follow rapid load changes

SOURCES Joan M Odgen et al , “A Technical and Economic Assessment of Renewable Transportation Fuels and Technologies, ”

report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment, May 1994 and Michael Krumpelt, Argonne National Laboratory, personal

commumcation, January 1994

—.————- —— —

economies of scale are achieved in manufactur- 4-2. If mass production is able to bring down com-

106As  manufacturing  ramps  up, rn~y  products typlca!ly follow a “learning” or “experience” curve, where costs decline 20 percent with

each doubling of production. See Linda Argote  and Dennis Epple,  “Learning Curves in Manufacturing,”  Science, vol. 247, Feb. 23, 1990, pp.
920-924.

I07A recent S[udy estimates  hat ~ mass-produced  Fcv power system cou]~ cost as little ~S $50/kw.  See A]l ison Gas Turbine Division, Op.

cit., footnote 20.
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Overall vehicle efficiency
for a typical urban driving cycle

Vehicle type (percent)

Conventional Internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV) 12-15

Battery-powered electric vehicle (BPEV)b 20

Gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) hybrldc 24

Compressed natural gas ICE hybrid 28

Proton-exchange membrane fuel cell hybrid 30-40

Hydrogen ICE hybrldd 30-40

‘The comparisons are done on a basis of equal vehicle weight, drag, and rolling resistance

bThe BPEV IS assumed 10 be charged by a powerplant operating at 36-percent efficiency, with a power trar7SmlSS100 efficiency Of 92 Percent The

BPEV ,Iself has an efhclency  of about 50 percent, resulting m an overall efficiency of about 20 percent
cThe electrical storage dewce is assumed 10 be an advanced flywheel having a turnaround efficiency of 95 percent

~It Is assumed that Ihecornpresslon ratio for a hydrogen ICE can be raised to about 15 (conventional ICEVS have compression ratios of about 10) This

would result In an engine having 48-percent efftclency

SOURCE J Ray Smith “The Hydrogen Hybrid OptIon,” paper presented at the Workshop on Advanced Components for Electrlc and Hybrid Electr[c
Vehicles Galthersburg, MD, Oct 27-28, 1993

achieved using different fuels (see table 4-6). In
comparison to a conventional ICEV, they estimate
that a gasoline hybrid might add an additional 10
percentage points to overall vehicle efficiency for
a typical urban driving schedule (24 versus 13 per-
cent). 114 Such a vehicle would effectively double
the urban mileage that could be traveled for a giv-
en quantity of gasoline. A CNG hybrid would
have slightly better efficiency (28 percent), be-
cause of the higher compression ratio possible for
CNG engines. Efficiencies similar to CNG would
be expected when alcohol fuels are used. Perhaps
most interesting, a hydrogen ICE hybrid might
achieve efficiencies comparable to a fuel cell hy-
brid (30 to 40 percent). Thus, the hydrogen hybrid
has the potential to be the “mechanical equivalent
of the fuel cell.” As noted before, however, these
projections are subject to considerable uncertainty

in terms of the efficiency of individual compo-
nents and overall integrated system efficiencies.
Much further research is needed to better quantify
performance and to develop working demonstra-
tion vehicles for these various options.

Although tailpipe emissions from a hydrogen
ICE hybrid would not be zero as from a fuel cell
vehicle with onboard hydrogen, the emissions of
C02, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides could be
significantly lower than for conventional
ICEVS.115 A hydrogen-fueled engine is potential-
ly a near- to mid-term (10 to 15 years) technology
option since prototype hydrogen ICEVs have al-
ready been developed. Because of the efficiency
associated with a hybrid configuration, hydrogen
storage requirements might be reduced by 50 to 65
percent compared with a hydrogen ICEV.116 In

I I ~~ere  ~ould ~ essentially n. improvement for highway driving, because an ICEV runs basically at one speed on the highway.  ICEVS

ctin achieve highway efficiencies of about 25 percent.

1 I fNo IcE  elec[rlc  hybrid, however, has yet been built to compare emissions with pure BPEVS under real driving conditions.

I l~Rambach, op. cit.,  f~tnote 60.
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addition, hydrogen fuel costs over a 300-mile
(480-km) operating range would not be prohibi-
tively expensive.

117 If the difficulties associated

with creating a hydrogen infrastructure can be sur-
mounted, development of a such a hybrid might
provide an important pathway to a hydrogen-
based transportation systcm.

The most plausible hybrid candidates in terms
of cost and technical difficulty, however, are likely
to be gasoline- or alcohol-based vehicles. It
should be stressed that them are serious engineer-
ing challenges confronting hybrids. For example,
a hybrid vehicle will require a complex power
control system that coordinates heat engine (e.g..
an ICE or gas turbine) and electrical storage sys-
tem operation. In addition, much must be learned
about hybrid performance, efficiency, emissions,
reliability, complexity, and cost. In 1993, DOE
initiated a $ 138-million, five-year program with
General Motors, and a $122-million program with
Ford, to design and develop prototype hybrid ve-
hicle systems.

POLICY ISSUES
The evolution of the U.S. transportation system
toward full use of renewable energy sources in ad-
vanced vehicles could take very different direc-
tions depending on the market response and on the
relative importance placed by policymakcrs on
key energy and environmental issues, including
urban air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and
energy security. The evolution and development

of specific technologies, and of the policies that
support those technologies, will be driven princi-
pally by the prospect of cost, energy security, or
environmental benefits.

Although some of the propulsion technologies
and alternative fuels discussed here could eventu-
ally be commercialized through the operation of
normal market forces, it is not likely that such
commercialization will happen in the near to mid-
term, given the low prices of gasoline now avail-

1 18 If Policymakers determineable to consumers.
that it is necessary or desirable to introduce high-
efficiency, low-emission vehicle technologies in
the near to mid-term. then some level of govern-
ment intervention will continue to be required.119

Federal policy is starting to play a major role in
developing and commercializing these technolo-
gies, especially with the recent increases in federal
funding for RD&D in alternative fuels and ad-
vanced vehicle technologies.

There exists abroad array of policy instruments
that could affect either the supply of vehicles that
use alternative fuels or the demand for them. Sup-
ply-side instruments can include increased public
R&D funding and coordination, higher fuel effi-
ciency standards, and stringent emissions regula-
tions. Some of these options, however, do not
guarantee that consumers will actually purchase
vehicles that use alternative fuels. Thus, demand-
side instruments might also be required. These
could include lower tax rates for alternative fuels
relative to gasol ine, "feebates” for energy efficien-

117@e s[udy  C\tilna[ej  th;~t ~ hy~rogen  h) brid  that carried  five passengers would consume about 1.5 MJI  mlie (2.4 MJ/km).  If the delivered

cost for hydrogen ranges  from $30 to $50 GJ, the fuel operating cost w ould range from $13 to $23 per 300 miles (480 km). This is comparable to
the operating cost of many conventional gasoline ICEVS. If advanced lightweight materials and streamlined aerodynamics were incorporated,

hybrid operating co$ti  would drop even further. Ibid.

11 x~e markc[ challenges ~~~oclated Wi[h a shift to high-efficiency vehicles that use alternative fuels wi]l be substantial. Such a shift will

require exten~ive  and expensive development of a new fuel infrastructure, re[ooling of portion~ of the automobile industry, and additional fi-
nancial considerations for consumer~  If the new vehicles huve higher  upfront capital costs (even if competitive on a life-cycle basis).

I I g~or  example,  if lt is d~termine(i  th:l[ national lel c]s of ~recnhouse  gas emissions need to be reduced bCIOW current targets, energy effi-

ciency impro~ ement~ will probab]}  n{)! be ~ufficicnt  to achiey c long-run, deep cuts in C’02 enlis~ion~ unless  there is a switch to renewable
transport fuels.  Such a tran~ition  UN ti~ 1 I t)n~ a pct[ olcun~-b:iwd  transpt~r[atlon  sy stem  would likely take many decades even with aggrei~ivc

government mter~ention  (see chapter I ),
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cy,120 tax incentives for the purchase of advanced

vehicles, pollution-based registration fees for
automobiles, 121 exemptions from transportation
control measures, 122 and government procure-
ment of advanced vehicles that run on alternative
fuels.

As illustrated in earlier sections, there are sev-
eral plausible transition pathways that could result
in greater reliance on renewable fuels. Both con.
ventional and emerging vehicle technologies can
take advantage of energy carriers such as metha-
nol, ethanol, hydrogen, and electricity. Many eco-
nomic and technical factors are, however, 1ikely to
make a transition to a renewable-based transporta-
tion system difficult.

In the short term, accelerated commercializa-
tion of ICEVs that use alternative fuels could
create the groundwork for a renewable fuel infra-
structure. Although many of these vehicles would
bum fuels derived from nonrenewable sources
(e.g., methanol from natural gas), in the near term,
markets would be created that could encourage in-
vestment in renewable energy sources and tech-
nologies.

Several important policy measures for promot-
ing the development of alternative fuels have al-
ready been taken at the federal and state levels.
These are: 123

■ CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Economy)
credits are available to automakers who pro-
duce alternative fuel vehicles, permitting them
to treat the vehicles as very-high-mileage cars
that can be averaged into their fleets and allow
fuel economy standards to be met more easily.
These credits, however, are unlikely to provide
much incentive to most automakers unless fuel
economy standards are raised.

● The Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of
1990 established three clean fuels programs:
section 249 establishes a pilot test program in
California; section 246 establishes a centrally
fueled-fleet (10 or more vehicles) program in
air quality nonattainment areas; and section
227 requires gradually increasing sales of ur-
ban buses that use clean fuels. Perhaps more

I X)undcr ~ ..fc~bat~,, SY~t~m,  car bUY~r$  ~~u]d  ei(her  receive  a rebate  or pay a fee based on the vehicle’s fuel e~onomy, ‘ith ‘he ‘ees paying

for the rebates.
12 I As au[onlobi]e$  age,  their enll~sion,  characteristics  frequently deteriorate, while their registration fees Often are reduced. If registration. .

fees were based on the emissions performance of cars, the environmental costs of driving older or underperforming  cars could be partially ac-
wunml for. Such smog fees might range from $20 (for cars that use clean fuels) to $1,000 per year (for cars that emit large quantities of criteria
pollutants). The fees could be used to offset the costs for low-income drivers. Some researchers believe that pollution fees could be an extremely
cost-effective approach for lowering emissions. See Deborah Gordon, “Alternative Fuels Versus Gasoline: A Market Niche?” Forum for Ap-
plied Rcseurch  und Public Polic}, spring 1994, pp. 5- 12; and Winston Barrington and Margaret Walls, Resources for the Future, “Shifting
Gears:  New Diredions  for Cars and Clean Air,” No. 115, spring 1994, pp. 2-6.

I zzFor  example,  Consumen who  purchase alternative  fuel vehicles could be given permission to travel in high-occupancy-vehicle lanes.

Such exemptions from transportation control measures, however, could increase congestion. See U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office,
Alternufl\e-}-lteleti Vehicles:  Poten/ial  Impaci  from Transporta[ton Control Measures, GAO/RCED-93-  125 (Washington, DC: U.S. Gover-
nment  Printing Office, April 1993).

I z~~e fo]]owlng  pints are drawn from and discussed  more fully in Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., fOOtnOte  14.
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importantly, the CAAA requires that gasoline
be oxygenated if a city is out of compliance
with CO standards. As a consequence, by the
turn of the century more than 70 percent of all
gasoline sold could contain oxygen and thus
ethanol, methanol, or their derivatives. 124 For
the same mass (weight) of emissions, alterna-
tive fuels produce less ozone than gasoline be-
cause their exhaust emissions are less
photochemically active. California is moving
toward emissions standards that correct for this
difference in the reactivity of emissions. Thus,
gasoline-fueled vehicles would have to achieve
lower (mass) emissions than vehicles fueled by
ethanol, methanol, or their derivatives. The
California Air Resources Board (CARB), how-
ever, believes that reformulated gasolines will
satisfy CAAA’s clean fuels requirements,
which would limit the extent to which the act
will actually promote alternative fuels. 125 The
act Phase 11 emissions standards, set to begin
in model year 2001 (if deemed necessary by
EPA), are much more stringent (see table 4-3),
so estimates that relatively low levels of alter-
native fuels will be promoted by the CAAA
should be considered preliminary.

| The State of California’s pilot test program un-
der the CAAA, called the Low Emission Ve-
hicle Program (LEVP), requires minimum
sales of vehicles in different emissions catego-
ries, ranging down to zero emissions (e.g., 2
percent of vehicles sold in 1998 must be zero-
emission vehicles). New York and Massachu-
setts have decided to adopt the California
LEVP. As with the CAAA clean fuels require-

ments, CARB believes that reformulated gaso-
line, perhaps in conjunction with modified
emission control systems, will satisfy most and
perhaps all of the emission categories except
the Zero-Emission-Vehicle (ZEV) require-
ment, which probably can be satisfied only
with an electric vehicle or a fuel cell vehicle
that uses onboard hydrogen as fuel. Some ob-
servers have criticized the ZEV requirement
because it fails to consider total fuel-cycle
emissions and thus might place promising
technologies such as ICE-electric hybrid ve-
hicles at a disadvantage. *26 The next most
stringent category, for Ultra Low-Emission Ve-
hicles, may generate alternative fuel use even
if reformulated gasoline can satisfy its require-
ments, because of cost considerations. Current
assessments of reformulated gasoline’s ability
to meet stringent emissions standards should.
however, be treated cautiously.

■ The Energy Policy Act (EPACT) of 1992 estab-
lishes a national goal of 10-percent alternative
fuel use by 2000 and 30 percent by 2010.
EPACT provides tax incentives for vehicle pur-
chasers and for service station operations. Spe-
cific acquisition requirements are placed on
federal fleets, with potential requirements for
fleets run by state and local governments. Half
of these nonpetroleum replacement fuels
would have to be produced domestically. Thus,
EPACT could encourage the development of
methanol or ethanol from biomass sources. Re-
cent analyses of the projected market penetra-
tion of alternative fuel vehicles suggest,

.
‘24See footnote 33.

125D,E, Gu\hee, Congre$Jional Research Service, “Altema[ive  Transportation Fuels: Are They Reducing 011 Import\’?”  CRS ls~uc Brief,

updated Mar. 8, 1993.
I z6~Fndlng  ~11 the ~s$umptlon~,  \ome belieie  that cefiain proposed hybrid cOnfigLtratiOnS  cf.XIld  result in 7ero tailP~Pe em~s~~on~  ‘n ‘he

city, where they would run in a pure electric mode, and hate  ultralow emissions on the highway. Depending on the fuel used in the ICE, the
overall fuel-cycle emlsiions  of hy brid~ could well be less than BPEVS when electricity powerplant emissions are taken into consideration. This
might & es~cla]ly  tme for [he case of ICE h}brids [hat run on hydrogen. Pure BPEVS  may be much cleaner on a fuel-cycle bas]s  than gasoiine

ICE hybrids. No ICE-electric hybrid ha$ yet been built to compare emissions with all-electric vehicles under real driving conditions. See Deluc-

chi, op. cit., footnote 91.
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however, that these goals will not be achieved
easily.

127 
Without petroleum price increases,

subsidies, or tax credits to quicken the pace of
product commercialization, or increased feder-
al support of R&D activities, EPACT goals will
likely not be attained in the timeframes estab-
lished. Only 3 to 4 percent of the light-duty
fleet in 2010 will likely be alternative fuel ve-
hiclcs. 128

In addition, the EPACT goals established by
Congress may not be achieved unless inconsisten-
cies with other federal policies are addressed. For
example, widespread adoption of some alterna-
tive fuels such as methanol might be discouraged
bccausc they are taxed at higher rates per unit of

1  current fuel taxation
energy than gasolinc.
policy docs not appear to take full account of the
unique characteristics of alternative fuels. Fuel
taxation rates seem to bear no relation to energy
conservation or environmental goals. Policy mak-
ers may wish to examine the possibility of taxing
each alternative fuel at the same rate in dollars per
unit energy. The rate could be equal to current gas-
oline taxes, reflecting the government’s desire to
allow the market to decide, or lower to favor alter-
native fuels over gasoline. Consideration could
also bc given to differential taxation rates that re-
flect each fuel's “nonrnarket” characteristics such
as environmental and energy security impacts, in
so far as they can be calculated, given the many
uncertai nt ics.

Even if a rapid increase in alternative fuel use
occurs in coming decades, markets for renewable
fuels still might not emerge. It is quite possible
that methanol and hydrogen, for example, would
be derived from coal before biomass. This could
happen if natural gas supplies become scarce be-
fore bioenergy systems are commercidized. From
an environmental perspective. such a scenario

would not be desirable (production of methanol
and hydrogen from coal would result in relatively
higher emissions of C02 in particular and possi-
bly other air pollutants). Therefore, policy makers
might want to consider how biomass fuel path-
ways could be specifically encouraged. One strat-
egy, for instance, would be to intensify R&D
support of enzymatic hydrolysis efforts (for the
production of ethanol from woody and herba-
ceous crops). This could serve as an interim mea-
sure to develop a crop production and fuel
transport infrastructure. Eventually, with further
development of biomass gasification technology,
this infrastructure could be used for the produc-
tion and delivery of methanol and hydrogen. Eco-
nomically competitive gasification processing
would permit a greater diversity of biomass feed-
stocks to be exploited.

Vehicles that run on ethanol or methanol from
biomass feedstocks, or on hydrogen produced
from biomass or renewably generated electricity,
offer the possibility of extremely clean and high-
performance transportation. However, consider-
able R&D is necessary to bring down production
costs of these alternative fuels, and in the case of
hydrogen, to develop adequate storage technolo-
gies. If funding for biomass conversion programs
were to be significant 1 y reduced, this would 1ikely
prove to be quite damaging to biofuel commer-
cialization efforts. Because there are a number of’
challenges associated with the production and use
of hydrogen as a fuel, government support is prob-
ably necessary to ensure that some types of R&D
are carried out.

| Vehicle Technologies
In terms of vehicle technology, multiple R&D op-
tions exist, including R&D tax credits; direct fi-
nancing of R&D through government labs,
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FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995
—

Advanced batteries $312 $358 $286

Fuel cells 119 193 2 3 0

Electilc vehicle systems 167 188 3 8 2
(prlmarlly hybrid vehicles)

Total $598 $73.9 $899

university research grants, or private contracts;
and joint public-private partnerships. Successful
development and domestic production of high-
performancc vehicles could allow the large U.S.
trade imbi.dance for vehicles and parts, currently
at about $45 billion per year, to be reduced. 130

Many of the vehicle technologies receiving
federal R&D support offer the promise of im-
proved energy efficiency and environmental qual -
it y. As discussed earlier, the fuel cell vehicle is the
technology that potentially offers the most bene-
fits, but a number of serious cost and engineering
barriers must bc surmounted before commercial-
ization can occur. If system integration challenges
can be met, ICE-hybrid vehicles could potentially
offer a mid-term solution until FCV technologies
are fully developed. Battery -powered electric vc-
hiclcs are also an attractive option, but major
breakthroughs in battery technology will prob-

ably be needed if they are to expand beyond niche
markets.

Department of Energy R&D support of these
technologies amounted to nearly $60 million in
FY 1993. 131 Research on fuel cells, hybrids, and
advanced batteries increased 25 percent in FY
1994 (see table 4-7). As part of the Partnership for
a New Generation of Vehicles program, 132 total
spending on fuel cell technologies for 1ight-duty
vchiclcs could total more than $440 million
through 2003.133

The strategy of pursuing several different
technology options is advantageous for a variety
of reasons. First, emphasizing one particular fuel-
vehicl technology combination is extremely
risky. There is no guarantee that any particular
technology will ever satisfy the cost constraints
required for large-scale cornmcrcialization. Al-
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though more expensive in the short term, a federal
R&D portfolio that explores many different
technologies increases the likelihood that a low-
emission, high-efficiency vehicle technology will
actually be introduced to the market. 134

Secondly, a diverse R&D portfolio can take ad-
vantage of synergies that cut across technologies.
For instance, load reduction is central to all ve-
hicle technologies; thus, reductions in aerody-
namic drag or vehicle mass could be applied to
ICEVs, hybrids, FCVs, or BPEVs. Advances in
hydrogen storage technology could benefit corre-
sponding FCVs, hybrid vehicles, and ICEVs.
Similarly, advances in electric drivetrain technol-
ogies can be applied not only to BPEVs, but also
to fuel cell and hybrid systems. Given the exis-
tence of such complementary relationships
among different technologies. a multipronged
R&D effort-if properly designed-can ensure
that promising fuel-vehicle pathways are not
abandoned prematurely. Parallel development ef-
forts could focus on energy storage technologies
(e.g., battery storage or fuel storage), electric drive
technologies, and powerplant systems such as fuel
cells, gas turbines, or advanced internal combus-
tion engines. Extensive interaction between these
development teams would be needed. Key ele-
ments from these modules could then be com-
bined in prototypes for different vehicle systems.
Still, some focused R&D efforts could accelerate
the introduction of particularly promising tech-
nology pathways. For example, a hydrogen hy-
brid demonstration program could expedite the
development of hydrogen engine and storage sys-
tems and thereby create momentum for the devel-
opment of a hydrogen fuel distribution system.

Should there be substantial cutbacks in govern-
ment R&D programs, introduction of less mature
alternative vehicle technologies, such as FCVs
and some types of hybrid vehicles, could be
delayed. For instance, DOE now has significant
cost-sharing arrangements with industry that
could be affected by cutbacks in funding. Regula-
tory pressures and competition from foreign coun-
tries could keep up some of the momentum that
has been building in the private sector for develop-
ment of these technologies, but perhaps not at the
same scale that exists now. For example, it is rea-
sonable to expect that electric vehicle R&D will
continue and production will increase as Califor-
nia ZEV requirements take effect.

CONCLUSION
Even if economic and technical barriers can be
overcome, the successful introduction of ad-
vanced automotive propulsion systems that use
renewable fuels will be only a partial solution to
our society’s transportation problems. The issues
of congestion, highway safety, and the overall ef-
ficiency of the transportation system will still
need to be addressed. Settlement patterns and the
role of mass transit must be considered as part of
any policy strategy that seeks to modify the way in
which people travel. 135 For the foreseeable future,
however, the strong preference of American citi-
zens for personal transport is unlikely to change.
Thus, the evolution of vehicle technologies that
utilize renewable energy sources will bean impor-
tant element of the nation’s effort to improve ener-
gy efficiency, reduce oil imports, and minimize
disruption of the environment.

134This  is tie present  stra[egy  of (he DOE Advanced Vehicle Propulsion Program. Venkateswaran  and Brogan, Op. cit., fOOtrlOte  3.

I ~5For a detai]ed discussion of these issues see OffIce of Technology Assessment, op. cit., fOOtnOte  14.


